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From Jamboree to Championships

WAY back in 1930, the first meeting which could be called in any sense a
National Contest took place on the South Downs, and the winner

managed to stay airborne for 4 mins. 47.6 secs. in a prolonged glide which
must have carried him at least two miles. Compare that with the imposing
results of this year's highly sophisticated Championships at Lasham. By
what steps has the change come about?

In an article by Philip Wills in this issue of SAILPLANE & GLIDING, he
traces how "ontest flying developed through the intervening years from one
extreme to the other, with special emphasis on 1933, when thermal flying was
first added to slope-soaring ~.s a means of getting around without power, and
1937, when a marking system was introduced as a result of the first participa
tion by a British team in an international contest a month before our own.

What needs to be emphasized, in considering this aspect of gliding
history, is that the growth of club flying, the improvement of British gliders
and equipment, and the state of technical and operational progress of the
British gliding movement have all along keyed in with our developing
standards of -contest l'Iying. We cannot know how good are our pilots and
aircraft until we measure them against those of other countries, and there is
no standard of measur-ement other than Championship flying.

$0, whjle in one sense the development of Championship flying has been
a development in the science of measurement of relative pilot skjlls, jn another
it has been an essentjal ingredient of our present splendidly successful glidjng
movement.

And all along we have had to work under the stern discipline of economic
facts. In the absence of outside financial subsidy we have had to produce
pilots and aircraft at prices which people can themselves afford to pay, and we
have succeeded in matching and even outclassing countries basking in the
beneficence oflarge Government support. Who can doubt that our movement
is the healthier for it?

The formula for a successful gliding movement is-a standard of self
discipline high enough to justify complete freedom from official control. This
is of far more importance than a financial subsidy. Let us so continue- to act
as to retain the confidence and the support of the public, the Ministries,_ and
our political masters. We can, if left to do so, look after our own destiny
better than anyone else~Lasham 1957 is another proof of that.
LATE NEWS:-Pilots chosen to represent Britain at next year's World Championships in
Poland are, in order of seeding:- Commander Nicholas Goodhart, R.N.; Lieut.-Col. A.

J. Deane-Drummond; Mr. Philip Wills; Commander Anthony Goodhart, R. N,
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The 1957 Nationals in Perspective
by Philip Wills

THE 1957 Championships mark so great remarkable boldness imposed a marking
an advance on any previous ones that system at the last minute on the unsuspect

my thoughts turned back to previous mile- ing competitors.
stones in British cQntest soaring-mile- The result was immediate and remarkable.
stones which have led us to our present Prior to 1937, it was not possible to classify
heights. our annual events as more than a mere

In 1930, Ditchling was before my time. meeting or jamboree, but now it suddenly
Although flying consisted almost entirely became a competition. In the eight days the
of descents from hill-top to valley, it did 19 aircraft did 238 launches, flew 292 hrs.
seem to spark off a wave of enthusiasm of and covered 1,489 miles in cross-country
which the greater proportion proved, alas, flying. Competition flying had arrived.
premature and short-lived. 1939 passed, then came the war, the first

The first meeting I attended was a mere post-war Competitions at Bramcote, the
week-end one at Suttop Bank, on 7th-8th first post-war Internationals at Samaden in
October, 1933. It rained the whole of the 1948, and on to Oerebro in 1950. Still we
Saturday, but Sunday gave us a fine day and seemed stuck-somehow there was still an
a south-westerly wind, and the most implicit acceptance of mediocrity. The
successful day's flying which had ever been F.A.I. had gradually developed increasingly
had. accurate methods of pilot-skill measure-

Twelve aircraft flew, and by fortunate ment, associated with the flying of specific
timing Mungo BlDIton and I scooped the tasks set the competitors on eac-h day. But
pool. As soon as the weather cleared (11.00 still a large number of British pilots resisted
hrs.) I went off in our Scud 1I and won the the imposition of a sterner discipline .and a
height pri;;le with a climb to 800 ft. (!); then keener competitive standard in our annual
as soon as 1 came down MungQ leapt on meetings.
board (13.05 hrs.) and took the duration Eventually, in 1950, the meeting was
prize with a flight of 2 hrs. 39 mins. Whilst persuaded to fly one task, a 73-mile goal
he was doing this, the local club lent me its race from CamphiIl to Boston, during the
Professor, in which I flew the prize out-and- week, and at the end of th.e competitions a
return flight of 5i miles each way. On meeting took place at which, after much
landing. Buxton also came down, I jumped discussion, it was agreed by a narrow
in the Scud again (16.00 hrs.) and flew majority that next time tasks would be the
north along the ridge, landing 12.7 miles order of the day. And so, at last, in 1951
away for the distance prize. One has to do the National Competitions became the
rather more to achieve the headlines these National Championships-and we have
days. never looked back. In 1951,34 aircraft flew

But this meeting aroused immense 809 hrs. from 456 launches and covered a
enthusiasm, and led directly to the eventual total of 7,028 miles. After this I wrote:
acquisition and equipment of Sutton Bank "Ladies and gentlemen, I have much
as a high-performance soaring site, where pleasure in declaring that this stone, en
we held two further meetings, lasting each graved 'Contest FIying, the Cinderella of
for 8 days, in 1934 and 1935. Then Camp- the British Gliding Movement', is at long
hill took over the 1936 meeting, but the next last well and truly laid".
really big step took place in 1937. In that ••••
year we sent a British team to the first In 1952, at Madrid, we produa:d the best
International Competition held at the aircraft, the best teams, and the best equip
Wasserkuppe, and for the first time experi- ment, of any of the 19 competing nations.
enced the impact of a marking system, Could we hold this pre-eminent position, or
designed to enable the relative skills of was it a flash in the pan? Lasham, 1957,
competing pilots to be more accurately has shown the answer; the largest meeting
measured. the world has ever seen, perfectly run, in a

We came back to England just in time splendid spirit of highly competitive but
or the 1937 Camphill meeting, and with friendly s,portsmanship. No doubt the
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figures of mileage covered and sO forth will
be given elsewhere in this issue, but they
must be astronomical.

The meeting started in a blaze of glory,
and what in my humble opinion was a
triumph. We gave our Patron, the Duke of
Edinburgh, a weloome which was both
highly informal in the best gliding sense and
yet well-organised. It was a wonderful day
for us and for the huge crowd of spectators,
,and we believe it was a memorable day for
our gracious visitor.

Tllen-wonder of wonders--ame 7
consecutive days of thermals. It is possible
to say that they were all rather basically
siUlilar, so that the Championship became
a measure limited to the relative competence
of our pilots in anticyclonic conditions, but
(hat was a minor complaint indeed.

The two-league system worked very well
indeed, and the practice ofgiving one league
a long task and the other a short one on
each day, with separate briefings for each at
09.00 hrs. and r1.00 hrs. daily, meant that
the unbroken seven days' stretch of flyina
was completed without uJidue fatigue. We
have learnt so much about contest flying in

the last 20 years f,om ,the F.A.I. that this is
One lesson I should like to filter back to
them. The arbitrary limitation of 8 days'
flying in, a 14 days' World Championship 1
consider most undesirable. There should
never be a rest day for both classes unless it
is imposed by impossible weather con
ditions.

Amongst other outstanding impressions
of our '19S7 Championships I should
mention the work of Control, and the task
setting. Malcolm and Kitty Laurie and
their crew worked unbelievable hours in
Control with unbroken good humour and
impeccable accuracy. 1 organised and ran
our Operatjons Room system in Air
Transport Auxiliary during the war, doing
a very similar task, but there we' had trained
staff and all the mOrley and facilities we
needed, whilst Malcolm and Co. had to run
up a system to operate in a tent for onc week
only on 3 telephone lines to control 72 ajr
craft and their retrieving crews. It was a
miraculous success. 1 never heard of one
crew losing its pilot, and the marks were op
on the board with the minimwn of delay
every day.
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struggling for lift down to previously
impossibly low altitudes, and being possible,
it had to be done. But it is very hard and
wearing work; my best-or worst-success
was to get up again from an altitude of
150 fl. over a farmhouse. It took 45 mins.
to get away. and I came to know the colours
of the accusing eyes of each hen in the
farmyard.

PlLOTAGE.-As I have said above, the
tests were restricted in range to the skills
called forth by British anticyclonic con.
ditions, but there can be no doubt that the
leading pilots proved themselves up to
World Championships standards.

There may be others who came out lower
down in the list, but the evidence is not
there, as it is in fact nOt possible mentally
to equate the skill required to put, say, an
Olympia into 20th place against that needed
to come out 4th in a Skylark 3.

It would be wonderful to do as the
French, and give all oompeting pilots
Skylark 3's for the meeting, but one can
hardly see that particular dream coming
true.

But the experience of the last. 10 years has
led ,to one unexpected conclusion. A sail
plane pilot may expect to reach the height of
his powers, not in the early twenties as was
first thought, but rather in ,his middle
thirties or even later.

I will finish by running briefly through the ORGANlSATION.-As reported above,
usual headings of my competition reports. 't II t Th t la"un hes atqUI e exce en . e aero- ow c,·

ArRCRAFT.-The only new aircraft was I~ min. intervals at times selected by each
the long-awaited Olympia 403. I flew this pilot (which has never been achieved at a
briefly on the last day. As it has not yet World Championship using aero-towing),
passed more than its minimum tests to were beautifuUy run, and personally my
obtain a permit to fly, it is much too early, actual times were each day between 30
to report on it, except to say that it is quite seconds and 3 minutes early-and this by a
obviously a machine of ~reat promise. But band of amateur light·aeroplane pilots
the outstanding first impression is the extra- without any previous practice! All praise
ordinary silence of its cockpit in fljght. to them.
Even with the clear-vision panel open there The most important conclusion which
is only a whisper, and with it shut you are emerges from this is that there appears to I:'e
flying in almost total silence, which will no operational or financial difficulty In
clearly greatly reduce fatigue on long running an even larger Championship in
flights. future-up to 90 aircraft would have been

EQUIPMENT.-I was flying with the proto- little more difficult to handle, providing the
type electric variometer system designed by size of the two classes were approximately

f: d equal. One can in effect run two parallel
Harry Cook (of compass ame), conncete Championships staggered as was this one
to total-energy blisters, with a cruise-speed for little more than the cost and effert of
ring designed to avoid any paral1ax errors. one. May we hope this will be another
It was enormously more sensitive and had ?
much less lag than allY previous instrument lesson we may communicate to the F.A.I.
I have used-this proQuced one une)(pected MARKING SYSTEM.-A!though the F.A.I.
burden in that I found it ,possible to go 01'1 have abandoned it, this year we again em-
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The task-setting was done mainly by Ann
Welch, with the advantage or remarkably
accurate weat~r forecasting by Wally
Wallington. The combination of the two
was a triumph.

Another big advance was in the presenta
tion of the meeting to the visiting (and
paying) public. . I~ is difficuJ.t to ~ke a
spectacle of a ghdmg ChampIOnships held
on a fiat aerodrome, but by skilful siting of
the public enclosures, by unbroken joy
riding, and by occasional aerobatic and
parachuting disp.lays, our spectators .we~e
noticeably more mterested and enthuslaslic
than before. It is a good omen for the
financial aspect of future meetings. ,

I come now to the only flaw in the crystal.
There was too much crashery. Fortunately
there was only one case of pilot injury, but
the number of aircraft broken, some badly
and some only slightly, was larger than
warranted in the fair weather conditions and
the comparatively easy country over which
we were flying for most of the time. Time
was when there was an outcry at the
suggestion that we should make a SilverC
the minimum qualification for a Champion
ship pilot, but now we have it and I su~est
it is no longer enough. We should conSider
raising our standards before our next
Championships.

• •



ployeQ the system. of dropping each pilot's
worst day's marks after 4 days flying.
There are many poiots to be said for and
against ~his system; I personaJlyam 00
balance strongly in favour.

Knowing one can survive a mistake: .is a
oonstantenoouragement to set one's daily
target high-in fact, the system spurs all
competitors to attempt a higher standa·rd of
effort. It also reduces the factor of luck,

though this still has a large importance,
and most of us would regret it if it were
ever completely overcome, because in it lies
some of the maddening fascination of our
sport.

And so to my last heading-THE FuWJ{E.
Oh, the future! I would not have missed the
past 25 years for anything in the world
but I would like to be 25 years old again!

Flying .
In the 1957 Nationals
by A. J. Deane-Drummond

(BRITISH GLIDING CHAMPION, 1957)

above sea level, which was fortunately high
enough to allow small amounts of cumulus
to form. .

The ground organ~tion coped mar~

vellously and great credit is due to all those
who gave up their spare time and holidays
to make the week a success. I always
seemed to be launched at the time I had
asked for, and once in the air I was never
worried by over"congestion in the thermals.
Havil'lg left Lasham, it was aJways a rather
pleasant surprise to see another glider on
the same course.

My own personal rival was Nick Good
hart. From the first day we were searing
nearly identical marks. On almost every
day afterwards our times or distarn:es were
slowed down by meeting poor conditions at
one point or another along the CQurse. An
c}(ample was the 65-mile goal race to

who Nympsfield in which I was I minute slower
the than Niek. We had both lost about 15

minutes getting very low when south of
Swindon. A scratch timll for this day might
have been about 1 hour 20 mins., whereas

T HE week of the 1957 Nationals will long we both took about I hour 36 minutes.
be remembered by those lucky enough The task for Thursday, 1st August, was a

to take part. Anticyclonic conditions de- "distance along a set Hne" with the Hne
veloped which gave good competition drawn through a point in North Cornwall.
weather to test all the pi.!ots, but the Conditions were extremely hazy-it was
thermals were not part,icularly easy and rather likoe flying in pea soup-and visibility
were rarely strong .enough to tUse before downwards was llimited to 2 or 3 miles. It
mid-day. There was also usually a lid on w.as not possible to m.ake ag;reat deal of
top of the upcurrents at about 4-5,000 feet speed and I was overjoyed to see Nick on
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Lieut.-Col. Tony Dcanc"Drummond,
flew his Skylark III loviclory in

Championships.
(Courtesy uAcronautics")



the ground near Okehampton, whilst David
Ince and I were still above 2,000 ft. I led the
way to another vague wisp of cumulus but
unfortunately I was now down to only a few
hundred feet. David had an extra 500 feet
in hand and this enabled him to go furthest
and score a well-deserved 100 points for the
day.

Nick turned th!: tables on Saturday, 3rd
August. He was ODe thermal ahead of
David Ince, Philip Wills and me, and this
gave him the height. to reach much better
weather that seemed to stretch from Derby
northwards.

It was clear that something drastic was
required, and quite a groan went up when
the task for. Sunday was announced as a
"pilot selected goal". As it enabled me to
win the Championships, perhaps I should
not say too much against it, but the
principal skill is bound to lie with the
accuracy or otherwise of the met. forecast.

On this occasion (like all the previous
days during the Championships) the met.
was practically spot on. There were large
patches of medium cloud over the whole
country, but a wide clear band was pre~

dicted from Lasham to the north-west. I
declared Hawarden Airfield near Chester, as
I noticed it was only 29 ft. above sea level.
I thought it should be possible to reach this
area provided I left Lasham at 1.15 p.m.

We could see the medium cloud ap
proaching Lasham from the south-west and
this frightened us all into the air about an
hour too soon. I took off just after 12, only
to find that the thermals were still restricted
to a low-level inversion at about 2,000 ft.
above sea level. It was just possible to stay
airborne, but it was not until I p.m. that the
thennals suddenly broke through and
pushed fOUT of us up to mear 4,000 ft.. I left
Lasham with only fifteen minutes in hand to

get to the goal. Just before I p.m. I had
seen Nick land and I gu-::;sed that he wu
re-<leclaring a closer-in &oal. This was to be
my chance.

The band of blue sky and small fair
weather cumulus could be seen stretching
off downwind to the north-west. All went
well until we had reached a point a few miles
east of Stratford-on-Avon. Here a wide
tongue of medium cloud stretched across
,my route" although more cumulus could be
seen about 10 miles beyond. We had to
glide through this dead area to a point just
south of Birmingham. The medium cloud
seemed to be moving in rather faster here
although there was still plenty of cumulus
to the north-east. North of Birmingham I
had the best thermal to cloud base and this
took me quickly to just west of Wheaton
Aston airfield, when another, even wider,
band of medium cloud again barred our
track. I could see sunshine in the distance
near Market Drayton, but unfortunately
we were down to 1,600 ft. before the faintest
whisper of a thermal came along. During
the next 30 mins. we climbed 600 ft.,
when suddenly it took on a new lease of life,
and at a rapid 2 fL/sec. we reached just over
3,000 ft. This left me just short of Whit·
church, and from here there should be
enough height for a straight glide to the
goal with 400 ft. to spare.

In fact, we arrived with 1,000 ft., having
achieved a still-air gliding angle of I in 37,
or about I in 48 allowing for a 12-knot
tail wind. When I reached Hawarden I
was horrified to see some gliders on the
ground in the distance, and I wondered
who could have got there first. To my relief
it turned out to be the A.T.C. Gliding
School, who looked after me right royally.
We were back at Lasham by 4.15 a.m.,
thanks to a very efficient retrieving crew.

4th August 1957. Lasham to Hawarden Airfield
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MY FIRST "CHAMPS"
by Edward Day

The. wirmer in League. 2 ofthe Na1ional.Championships, who was taking part in a competition
fQr the first time, has recorded detai/ed descriptloll$ ofeach of hisjiights, and from these we
reproduce his account ofhis outstanding flight to Swansea on 31s1 July and of the final flightS

which put him intrJ the lead and kept him there.

O· 1>1 Wednesday, 31st July, we were set a It was evident, however, that I had had
free distance:. The Met. made it clear the best of the day, and the next hour or two

that sea breeze, backed up by a south-east were the most interesting of the week.
wind, would sOOn kil1 the lift in the Cornish The Rhondda valleys are not, repeat. not,
peninsula, and advised us to go west-north- happy gliding grounds.. The hills are rock
west. I was uncertain whether to go to strewn and craggy and the vaHeys are filled
South Wales or up the side of the Welsh with coal slag heaps, pylon wires, houses
mountains towards Chester. I left it with and factories. There is one field in each
ihe crew that I would make for Nympsfield valley which, seen anywhere else, would
and infoon them over the radio which way not be given a second thought. I found
I was going on reaching there. myself dodging out of one valley into the

I optimisticallY' declared St. Davids as a next, clearing the hill between a1 500 feet.
diamond goal, and booked the earliest I encountered only marginal lift, and
launching time I expected .to be able to stay decided that when it finally ran out, I would
airborne. I cannot stress too mueh the head down one of the valleys into the lower
importanoe of starting early on a free country and hope to· find .a lield there. It is
distance, and. at once started to get on .as useful to remember that, in hilly country, a
fast as possible. There are only .a limited level field can usually be found along a rail·
number of hours in the day to soar, and way or river.
when these have passed, down you come. I finally ran out of lift over the high
The arrangement on the radio was that I ground at 3,000 ft. and glided down the
would give position, altitude prospects, and length of one of the valleys, hoping to ma~e

intention every quarter-hour on the quarter, Fairwood Cemmon aerodrome, Swansea.
and asswne the message had been received It was soon obvious .that I was not going to
even if no reply was forthcoming, reach it, and I found myself over 31 basin

Wednesday was a day with plenty of about 5 miles sqliJare at 800 ft. All around
cloud and quite the strongest day of the me were railway lines, slag heaps and power
week. I carried my batt~ries for the first lines, except the cricket field and an adjoin
time, bJ,lt soon found that the time spent ing grass field. I liked the level of the
getting an extra 500, ft. out of weak clou:d cricket field better than the steep slope of
was not worth the candle, .and, switching the grass field and made an approach. on
every.thing off, remained below base. it-or tried to. I was hopelessly high but

not high enough to g.O rouQd again, so I put
I crossed Nympsfield, after a sticky patch the brakes in and headed for the grass field.

around Swindon, in good time at 1,30 p.m. I had been airborne for 5 hrs. 40 mins.
I told the crew that I was going to Seuth After a long flight and prolonged periods
Wales and headed out across the severn. A high ..
period followed after crossing the river up. It IS easy to overshoot a field, the
when the visibility at eIoud base was not ground looking closer than it really is.
good, and I had not the slightest idea of my The crew arrived two hours later, and we
position. I kept 260° on the compass, and were back in bed by 4 a.m.
after a while found m.Yself just north of By Friday night our excitement was
Newport. Here, I found the sea breeze frOm running high, as we had. crept up into
the Bristol Channel had killed all the lift and second place..
the sky was clear. I still had 3,500 ft., so SatUliday's task was a goal race to South
fled northwards towards the hills, where' Cemey aerodrome near Cirencester. This
there were some hopeful-looking clouds. was a straightforward flight in marginal
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conditions and only half a dozen of the I altered my goal to Little Rissington. The
higher performance machines made it. weather was dodgy with large patches of

I had brought home to me on this flight cirrus blotting out the sun. There were,
the following three principles:- however, patches of blue sky and we had to

Flrstly, when circling in a thermal with get away in these. .
other gliders, by all means keep a look-out On the third attempt I had to set off. The
for any other machine that is outclimbing thermals proved to be very strong when
you in stronger lift, but do not attempt to you could find them, and tbey were giving
follow it. Use this information to sup- 15-20 up-an incredible ratc of climb for
plement your own variometer readings, and dry thermals. Some of the time I was
to enable you to shift your circles in the travelling in 3 ft./sec. up along invisible dry
right direction, but still work on your own "cloud streets". The cirrus, however, had
instruments. crept across the sun before I noticed it, and

Secondly, time and again during the week, .after spending a little time over Abingdon
I have found it advantageous to leave a town searching for lift, I landed at
thermal before reaching the top. I am sure Abingdon aerodrome.
that it does not pay to hang around in the All tbe way back to Lasham we saw
flattened top of an inversion-trapped gliders in fields and tIail<;rs rushing madly
thermal for that last 200 ft. Much better to about. Others had been caught out too.
leave it when it DO longer gives 5 up, and Happily our nearest rivals had not done
push on 40 the next. Many times have I much better and we still held on to the lead.
done this, and have seen planes of similar Monday turned out to be a very trying
performance still struggling to reach the top day indeed. We were set a small triangle
when I have been half-way up the next one. race finishing at Lasham, but the weather

Thirdly, do not be stampeded into setting was almost impossible, and after two
off from a thermal in a direction you know attempts to get away I was tempted to call
to be wrong, just because two or three it a day. However, the pilots lying second
others may be doing it. It makes you think and third continued to try, and at 3.45 p.m.
when you want to go one way and everyone one of them took his final tow.
else is going another. This was brought The pointing at this stage was such that if
home to me on the South Cemey flight. I either of them went 10 miles and I stayed at
was at an altitude and position from which home and the day was declared a contest, I
my glide angle and map said I could just would be well and truly beaten. Therefore
reach my goal. Three other gliders were at 3.50 p.m. I took off and told the crew
with me and promptly set off in a direction that I would go away and try to do 10 miles.
30° to starboard of my intended track. It The tug pilot conveniently placed me over
needed a strong will to set off in a final glide the starting "gate" at 2,000 ft. ,a.s.1. and I
for South Cerney which was as yet out of cast off and set sail, rounding the first
sight fifteen miles away. I finished my run turning point at 900 ft. to the accompani
into the finishing line at 10 ft. and 70 kts. ment of much waving from the observers,
and nearly bought it doing a stall turn back who had seen very little go round all day.
into wind for the landing. Happily a field hove into view and I went

We took the lead after this task, and this straight in witn only 10 ft. to spare.
served as a stimulus for all of us, as the We arrived back at Lasham in the middle
excitement and lack of sleep were beginning of the Prizegiving, only to find that it had
to tell. been declared a "No Contest Day" and I

On Sunday, we were set a "Pilot selected had only gone 9t miles anyway.
goal"-that hateful task! To sum up, I learned more about the

I much prefer being told where to go or to finer points of gliding during that week than
go as far as I can. This "pilot selected" I have in the past year, as all the time we
business is like going into a cafeteria with were dealing with a fairly strong anti·
an empty stomach. You invariably order cyclonic inversion which made it hard work
more than you can eat with the subsequent and called for accurate fiying.
penalty. Just so with pilot selected goals. The impeccable organisation displayed by
My position in the league at this time was the B.G.A. and organizing Committee and
such that it WQuld pay me to select a safe the JriendlY atmosphere of the whole
goal and reach it rather than be over" "Champs" made it a very enjoyable and
ambitious. So after first declaring Defford memorable week.
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THE NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIPS,

27th July to 5th

GLIDING
LASHAM
August

No/e.-We aTe indebted to Mr.. c.£. WalLington, chief meteorologist a/ the Championships,
for Ihe daily weather charts and accompanying I/otes on each day's weather gtven in

this report.

Practice Day, 27th July

League 2. No. 75, Tony Goodhart's entry
cancelled, as he flew No. 73, the Olympia
IV. No. 76, Ken O'Riley, with Olympia,
did not arrive.

LEAGUE 2.-The following additional
pilots took part in the Team Championship:
No. 24, FIt. Lt. A. T. Morgan in the R.A.F.
Kranich; No. 33, A. R. Aldridge in the
private Skylark II from Bristol; No. 35,
C. Dorman in private Skylark II from
Lasham; No. 39, W. Kwasny in the Polish
Air Force Association's Olympia. No. 71,
Surrey Club's Olympia, H. Hilditch did not
fly.

P RACTISING on this first Sat~rday was not
confined to the competItors, for the

tugs had practice, too, and proved that they
could take gliders off the runway at one a
minute, well within the 1! minutes allowed
by the organizers. There were at least 14
of them operating most of the time during
the meeting: nine Tiger Moths, four
Chipmunks and a Gemini.

An overcast sky with complete cloud
cover at 1,000 ft. and partiaJ cover at only
700 did not prevent the advertised aerobatic
competition from going through, though
not all the 25 entrants had launches. FIg.

The Entries Off. D. Ellis won it with the R.A.F. Olympia

SINCE the official progranune, which was from Bicester, and Derek Piggotl continued
included in our last issue, gave the full to give aerobatic displays all afternoon in

entry list, we need not use up many valuable the Eagle with members of the public as
p<tges in giving it again. But certain late passengers at 305. a time (one of them
corrections should be made to bring it up had never been in the air before).

d Then at 9 p.m. came a briefing for a
to . ate:- .. briefing; that is, everyone was told the form

LEAGUE I.-No. 29, FIt. Lt. R. A. Mann for the Duke of Edinburgh's arrival next
flew the R.A.F. Gull IV instead ot: Fit. Lt. day to attend the morning briefing and
K. C. Fitzroy, and was transferred to open the championships.
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GRAND totals of flying times and distances
covered during the nine days of the

Championships (ie. excluding the practice
day, 27th July) were:-

Hrs. Mins. Miles
League I 618 18 13,819.5
League 2 843 25 13,313.2

Total 1,461 43 27,132.7
So the 26 entries in League I covered just

a little more ground than the 44 in League 2
but did so at 31 % greater average speed.

League I had to indutle any l'i1ot who
had flown in World Championships or~n
one of the top five in the last three National
Championships; 10 pilots came in this
category: Bisgood, Deane-Dru{11II1ond,
Foster, A. Goodhart, N. Goodhart, Inee,
D. A. Smith, Stephenson, Welch, Wills.

League 2 had to include any pilot who
had not flown in Championships before,
had not a Gold C, and was not in a team
with one of the above; Ted Day, the winner,
was one of those who came into this
category.

Anyone else could enter in either league,
except that the organizers could prevent too
many people going into one league. The
tasks set for League I were chosen to give
serious training for World Championships.



Opening Ceremony, 28th July

SUNDAY 28TH.-The cool north-westerly
airstream x:overing the British Isles was
unstable enough at low levels toproduce some
small cumulus, but an almost unbroken cover
of stratocumu/us at 5,500 ft. shut out the
sun's heating so much that tlU!rmals were

weak and scattered.

PROMPTI.Y at 10 a.m. the Duke of
Edinburgh arrived in a naval helicopter,

under an overcast sky producing inter
mittent drizzle. Ragged cumulus clouds
had already grown large by 6.30 a.m.-a bad
sign-and by 8 a.m. the sky had b<;en nearly
covered. But the rain held off as the Duke
was escorted to an outdoor platform and
introduced to the assembled company by
Philip Wills, who announced that our
distinguished visitor had come to see how
gliding people live. He explained that on
the ground we live rough, at a standard
rather below that of Western Civilization.
But how we live in the air-that was
different: the air is a strict taskmaster, and
our lovingly maintained aircraft had to
come first. In fact, we are a band of people
who are united in our love for the air, and
this, like all love, is ·quite irrational (noises
signifying agreement).

The Duke of Ef;iinburgh's first remark at
the microphone was that he didn't think

speeches and gliding went together very
welL He did not profess to know much
about gliding, but as patron of the British
Gliding Association he knew that it runs
itself and is no bother to anybody else. The
reason was that gliding people are sensible
and responsible, and, he added, "if more
people were sensible and responsible, we
wouldn't need quite so much government."
This produced an explosion of laughter, and
Mr. Airey Neave, Parliamentary Secretary
to the Ministry of Transport and Civil
Aviation, who was sitting in the front row,
was watched to see whether he joined in.
He did.

There had b<;en yet another preliminary
briefing to get through some of the duller
detail so that this one, which the Duke
listened to, could be ~de snappy. Ann
Welch announced a race to Hamble for
League 2, and promised an afternoon task
for League 1 if the weather turned out good
enough-but it didn't. "Wally" Wallington
forecast a continuation of cloud and rain
for most of the day but with some gaps,
and Sqn. Ldr. "Bunny" Austin described
the race procedure.

Then came the inspection. It had been
calculated the night before that, if all 70
gliders were lined up side by side with their
wings overlapping, the Duke would have to
walk half a mile. So they were divided into
16 groups varying in size from the 14
Surrey Club entries to the single represent
atives of the Crown Agents and the Polish
Air Force ASSOCiation. Each group had its
gliders lined up one behind the other, and
the most striking display was by the R.A.F.
contingent; their pilots and crews were all
in spotless white overalls, suddenly produced
from nowhere, much to the surprise
especially of the Army and Navy, who had
not thought of that one and remained in
nonnal gliding costume.

Next on the programme was a flight with
Derek Piggott in the Beagle, and just as the
Duke took off, handling the controls on his
first aero.towed laullCh, one of Wallington's
forecast gaps appeared in the cloud layer,
and thermals started carrying the pair up
nearly to cloud base on a flight which lasted
20 minutes and finished with a high-speed
beat-up of the crowd-Piggott being at the
controls this time. Thereafter the Duke
disappeared into the clubhouse for cocktails
and lunch, at which all the Gub chairmen
present were included in the party.

Pitt-Roche had the first championship
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launch at 11.4Q; a.m., and others in League 2
followed. Sqn. Ldr. Scorer, who made up
in dash for What his R.A.F. Grunau lacked
in perfonnance, was soon away in the N.W.
wind, but only made seven miles S.S.E.
instead of the 2S miles S.S.W. to Hamble.
It was some time before anyone else thought
it worth trying, but thermals improved later
and nine went away. Ron Dodd, with 14
miles to the S.S.E., did best in League 2,
but John WilIiamson, though in League I,
had an 'I,mofficial go and managed 17t miles,
landing only two miles to leeward ofcourse.

A slightly "away" landing was made by
Cambridge's "Bluebell", which undershot
Lasham airfield into rough ground: then,
while the first championshir> prang was
being examined, a low-flying tug came ,over
and its cable hooked off a piece ,of Bluebell's
aileron.

Finally, ··No Contest" was declared.

Monday, 29th July
LEAQUE 1: Goal Race 'to Hawkinge, 95

miles.
LEAGUE 2: Goal Race -to Firle (South

down Gliding Club), 55.6 miles.
Distance was not the only differenoe

between these two tasks, for ther,e was a 20
knOt N.W. wind, and whereas League 2 had
a $.E. by E. course, almost down wind,
League I had to go due east on a cross-wind
track. But this was not why League I's goal,
unlile League 2's, proved out of reach; the
reason was ,a "clamp" over Kent which ,per
sisted till too late. At Lasham, on the other
band, early strato~umulus was vanishing
by 10.15 B.S.T., and Scorer with his Grunau
was again to the fore with a launch at 10.40,
though he go,t nowhere that time.

The two leagues were' given alternate
launches. Three League 1 pilots who booked
starts between 11.30 and 11.36 dli.l not get
far, and the best launching times were
between 12.18 and 13.18" to judge by results.
By 14.00 everyone was in the air, and hardly
anybody came back for another try.

In the control room at Lasham, landing
points were marked by numbered pillS on a
huge map. By 16.15 mo:;t of League l's
pilots were shown as distributed along two
lines, one directly on course and the other
15 degrees to the right of it. By 17.00 the
space between was also filled in but a new
feature appeared: nobody had got further
east than a line running due north from

Eastbourne. That "clamp" was to blame.,
But Philip Wills had not yet been heard of.

Then at last news came: Wills had landed
at 16.55 after staying in the air over an hour
longer than everybody but Tony Goodhart,
and had gone further than all the others by
(I) noticing that the edge of the "clamp"
was receding slowly eastward, and waiting
for it to get a move on, .and (2) being able to
do so in virtue of a "secret weapon", the
prototype of Harry Cook's new electric
variometer, which enabled him to stay
between 1,100 and 1,500 ft. in zero or feeble
lift for nearly two hours around Roberts-,
bridge, on the edge of the "clamp".

MONDAY 2'hn.-Subsidence associated with
high pressur;e to the south-west of England
dried' out the air aloft so effectively that the
warm front approaching from the west was
marked by cloud at low levels only. Thus,
with no medium or high cloud spreading
aheadoftheftont, insolation was sufficient to
break up most olthe stratocumulus over S.E.
E;ngland. Small cllmulus capped weak to
moderate thefmals in the neighbourhood' of
Lashnm, but a large patch of stratocumulus
over Kent did not disperse until late after
noon. Near tire ~'outh coast the sea breeze
"front" sandwiched between north-westerly
winds inland and south-westerlies from the
coast provided a few bands of weak but

usefiillift·
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Bernard Thomas, Derbyshire aTfd Lancashire
Club, is introduced to the Duke ofEdinburgh.

(Court-.y Kemsley Picture Servi«)

landed beside them; its pilot had assumed
that where two or more gliders are gathered
together, there must. be the gool.

The day's Press story (there had to be one
every day or the papers would have ignored
us) concerned Aldridge (Bristol Club~, who
heard a rat-tat-tat as he came in to land near
Storrington and "thought a woodpecker
had caught up with him", till he found
himself down in the next field to a rifle
range. It was the local Press that caught up
with him, and within a few minules, so that
"hail of bullets" stories came floating in to
Lash_am until he 'finally got back at 9 I).m.
to explain that it was his car, not himself,
that had needed surgical !ltreotiot\.

Seven reached the goal, the winner bein,g
Brian Jefferson (Derbyshire & Lancashire
Club) with.) hr. 43 mins.; but only the first
three were officially observed to cross the
starting line, so the other four had to be
timed from take-off and must have gone
faster than their official speeds. Best of the
unsuccessful ones were Lastowski, who
landed a, mile south of the goal, and Roger
Dickson, FIt. Lt. Alien, Douglas Jones and
Alwyn Sutcliffe, all landing neaT Lewes.

League 2, Goal Reached
Pilot Sailplane Speed m.p.h.
Jefferson Skylark II 35.6
Kerridge Olympia 35.2
Knotts Skylark II 33.4
Mann Gull IV 31.5
Hands Skylark II 25.7
Garrod Olympia 24.1
Mackenzie Olympia 21.3

Aggregate distance, League 2, 1,531 miles.

Next best distance was by Bemard
Thomas, 65.1 mi')es compared with Wills'
68.5. He managed this by deviating right
down to Fide arid picking up a .line of sea
breeze lift along the South Downs, shown
by wisps of cloud at 1,000 ft. above the h'ill~

top. It remained strong as far as East
bourne and then gradually petered out, but
be carried on along the coast to within 3
miles of BexhilI, passing through no more
than an isolated piece ('If "clamp".

Since no ,one reached the goal, League I
,competitors were ma,rked for distance, so
Wills started these Championships as he
finished 'the last one5-'--in the lead; and, as
any deviation from 'the line to Hawkinge
did not maller after all, Bernard Thomas
came second.

League 1, Le2ding Positions
Pifot Landing DisJance
Wills Bodiam 68.5
Thomas Cooden 65.1
A. Goodhart Crowborough 58.7
Gough Wilmington 56.8
Inee FramfieJd 53.2
D. Smith LaughtQn 52.1
D·Drummond Uckfield50A
N. Goodhart Edenbridge 50.2
lrving Marsfield. 50.0
Tonkyn Beddington 48.7
'Stephenson Lingfield 45.1
C. Ellis W. Hoathly 44.9
Aggregate distance, League I, l,n2 miles.

LEAGUE 2 made more use of the Sea
Breeze; in fact, this phenomenon has never
'before been given such serious attention at
a glid.ing contest, and after: today it was
mentioned regularly in the met. briefing,
probably for the fi,rst time in any country.
The "sea breeze fJ:Qnt" was fOl!lnd by those
who used it to lie ,along the wp of the South
Downs, leading c('lnveniently ~o Firle.

Landing poims were distributed pretty
evenly all along the route to Firle, but they
showed it to be ,a crooked route, starting
sO\Jthwards and then following the Downs
escarpment, or rather the Iow ground at the
'bottom which was more accessible to
trailers. Pilots made for the Downs either,
like Mackenzie, to catch the sea breeze
front, or, like Ted Day, expecting the best
thermals from high ground; nobody men·
tioned ,slope lift, Day (Sky) and Torode
(petrel), having, landed 7 miles short in the
same field, were surprised when another
machine, passing overhead with enough
height to reach Firle, threw it all away and
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League 1, Shortest Times
Sailplane Hrs. mins.
Skylark III I 3Zi
Skylark III 1 56
Skylark III 2 08
Skylark III 2 IS!
Skylark III 2 16!
Skylark n 2 21
Skylark n 2 22t
Olympia 403 2 22t

triangle instead of the hypotenuse. Others
preferred to stay near the beaten track
where, as Ted Day found, "every thermal
for miles around was marked by a glider or
two." But Andy Gough, having reached
Thruxton at 600 ft., bad to go 5 miles back
to Andover and spend 5Q mins. there before
working up enough height to go on.

Anson, who started, rather late, found the
last leg nearly as bad as the first, but was
much helped on the second leg, as were
other pilots, by a burning haystack 6 miles
beyond THruxton (it is hoped the farmer did
not suspect sabotage); bits of burning hay
were ~tartjng subsidiary fires around it and
helping to sto)ce up the thermal. When
Coulson reached the second leg, after a
sticky first one, he found it so hard to
believe tbat soaring conditions had suddenly
become as good as they really w~re, that he
continued to play safe instead of pressing
on. He also made the interesting observa
tion, in one of Mr. Wallington's forecast
"narrow cores", that a slow T-21 turned in
tighter circles than he could with all
his laminar flow"

In the matter of tight circles, the low
wing Short Nimbus was enjoying itself this
day, for the aerodynamicists, Godfrey Lee
and Alan Yates, had put two metal strips
on each wing near the root to "blow off the
turbulent layer." The result was ,that the
Nimbus could now be circled tightly at
48 m.p.h., and 600 bank without tail-buffet,
whereas yesterday's limits had been 300 :and
55 m.p.h. However, it circled no further
than Andover-just ,enough to earn a
distance mark.

First to arrive back, at 15.15, was Nick
Goodhart, who also made the best speed,
39 m.p.h. At 15.35 three more League I
pilots whistled in, Deane-Drummond 'over
taking Stephenson in the process and being
closely foIlowed by Tonkyn. All but two
pilots in this league .finisbed the course, and:
17 of them exceeded the fastest speeds of
League 2.

Tuesday, 30th July
BOTHLEAGUES.-Triangular Race via

Thruxton and We1ford, 70 miles.
The 10Qg spell of wes~erly winds and

fronts gave way to a period of anticyclonic
weather with the usual inversion to limit the
growth ofcumulus. The course for the three
legs went first W" then N.N.E., then S.E.,
so the light northerly wind should have
made the second leg the hardest, whereas
actually the first gave nearly all the trouble.
From Lasham, the sky looked no worse in Pilot
Thruxton dIrection than anywhere else, but, N. Goodhart
to quote Lorne Welch,. "there was no rhyme Deane-Drummond
or reason VoIhich bit ~f which cloud" was Wills
going to work. Stephenson

He had wandered south to Micheldever Ince
in search of lift, and some other 'pilots Tonkyn
explored as far south as Winchester, thus Cotton
traversing two sides of a right-angled A. Goodhart
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TUESDAY 30TH.-A/ter a:cloudy night with
some drizzle, S.E. England was le/t in a light
northerly airstream. Th. mornirrg strato
cumulus lay,er dispersed quickly, but thermals
were not easy to use; until midday they wer.e
only weak, ,and even during the afternoon,
when therma/~ were stronger and more
plentiful, thei,. COres 0/ maximum updr.auglrt
were usually narrow. An inversion limitedthe
smoke haze,and most o/the convection, to

5,000 It. above M.S.L.
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WJ>QNESDAY 3IST.-With th~ small anti
cyclone fram the west now over Central
England, thermals were mostly dry and
limited in' height by a pronounced inversion.
The height of this inversion decreased
gradually towards the north-wesJ·and west of
Lasham. Local phenomena such as sea
breeze effects across the north and south
coasts ofSomerset and smoke haze in lee of
lar&e towns, coupled with the paradox of
having tail winds on flights towards medium
cloud approaching from the north-west, made

flight planning difficult.

With a vet)' light E. to N.E. wind, the
course for the triangle lay first W. by S.,
then N.N.E., then S.E.-pradically paraDel
to yesterday's, but nearly twice the size.
Some massive-looking early cumulus could
be seen rolling away to the S,W. hOrizon,
but it was neither forecast nor encountered
by the pilots.

In LEAGUE 1, 18' of the 26 completed the
108 triangle, all of them having crossed the

starting line between 11.38 and 12.33, with
the single exception of Wills, who delayed
his crossing till 12.50, three-quarters of an
hour after the Goodharts. N.evertheless the
four fastest, Deane-Drummond, Nick and
Tony Goodhart and Wills, all took within a
few minutes of 4 hours. The longest time
was 6 hrs. 24 mins.

Nick Goodhart described the therroals as
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Wednesday, 31st July
LEA,GUE I: Triangular Race via White

'Sheet Hill (5i miles E. by N. ofShaftesbury)
and South Marston aerodrome (9 miles N.
of Swindon), 130.4 miles.

LEAGUE 2: Free Distance.

Foster, Warminger, WiJliamson, Welch,
MintoD, C. Ellis, Gough, Kahn and PiggoU
also exceeded League 2's best.

League I, aggregate mileage, 1,866.
In LEAGUE 2, 18 out ot41 starters finished

the course, and the winning machine, the
Petrel, was no more designed for speed than
the two Sedberghs which took ·over 5 hours
to get round. One of these, the London
Club's "Dragonfly", flown by John Everitt
with Peter Dirs, was launched at 12.24,
crossed the starting line at 13.19, and
finished at 18.24--six hours airborne! FIt.
Lieut. Frank Alien had the misfortune, after
going 40 miles, to hit the ground hard with
the R.A..F. Gull I; he was taken to Newbury
Hospital with both collar-bones broken and
facial damage.

League 2, Completed Co_
pilot Sflilplane Hrs. mins.
Martlew Petrel 2. 46
Palfreeman Skylark 11 2 461
Mann Gull IV 2 411
Day Sky 2 53
Followed in order of speed by Bcntson,
Ansort, D. Ellis, Mackenzie (all Olympias),
Scott (T-42b), Rutherford, Scallon (both
Skylark 11), Sindair, Parkes (both Olym
pias), Blake (Skylark 11), Btett-Knowles
(Navy Kranich), Kearon (Olympia), Everitt
and R. lones (both T-llb Sedbergh). Ron
DodO. missed by Si miles and Charles Green
by 7 miles, the latter making the latest
landing at 19.05.

League 2, aggregate mileage, 1,829.
Leading Totals, 2 Days

LEAGUE r LEAGUE 2
Wills ! 86 Mann
N. Goodhart 162 Blake, etc.
D·Drummond 159 Bentson &
A. Goodhart 157 Garred 157
Ince 149 Mackenzie 149
Gough 14S Martlew, etc. 132
Tonkyn 138 Day 127
Stephenson & Green, etc. 127

Furlong 134 Palfreeman, etc. 112
.Irving & Anson I I I

Minton 132 Simpson &:
D. Smith 132 Kerridge



strong but difficult, being "bitty" and quite Cranwell in an Olympia. Amon, with
impossible to' centre in. Twice he was down another Olympia, made third best di~tanee
to 900 ft. above ground and took a long in this direction-Ill miles to Lough
time to get back up. He was first to finish at borough. Ellis took 7 hrs. and was down to
16.01, but Deane-Drummond made the 400 ft. pear Newbury, with a further sticky
fastest speed, 33.4 m.p.h. The most exciting patch around Oxford; Anson took 5 hrs.
spectacle came when Bisgood,Warminger, 20 mins. and nearly landed three times,
Neilson and Kahn crossed the finishing line once being at an estimated 150 ft. above a
at 17.25.50, 17.25.51, 17.25.56 and 17.25.59 farm by Denson aerodrome.
respectively. And Charles ElIis only just Another favoured route was across the
made it by sliding across the finishing line West Midlands to Shropshire, and here
on his skid. Furlong, Neilan and Tonkyn Mackenzie led with 132 miles to Shawbury,
missed the finish by only 5 miles. where he arrived at the same time as the

A new British National record, two- sea breeze coming in from Liverpool Bay.
seater speed round a 200 km. triangle, was It came suddenly; the wind sock was limp
set up for the first time by Derek Piggoll in as he passed over it, but he touched down
the T-42 Eagle, with 5 h. 50 m. 36 s., in a 13-knot tail-wind blowing from N. by
averaging just over 22 m.p.h. But Brennig W., while the ground temperature fell from
lames, who officially took 5 mins. longer, 76° to 64°F. Midland Club members were
had not been observed crossing the starting attracted towards their home g:round;
line, so had to be timed from release. Charlie Green made 126 miles to Atcham

on the Severn, and Ted Stark 119 to Church
League I, Shortest Times Stretton. FIt. Lieut. Morgan actually

. Pilot Hrs. min. sec. landed tbe R.A.F. Kranicb on the Long
J. Deane-Drummond 3 54 29 Mynd (123 miles); he was below the top of
2. N. Goodhart 3 55 31 the plateau when he found bis last thermal,
3. A. Goodhart 4 00 26 but it lifted him 1,000 it. above the club-
4. Wills 4 05 57 house. His arrival there was rather for·
5. Ince 4 13 15 tuitous; he had taken off from Lasham with
6. WilIiamson 4 17 31 no idea where he Was going, but just
7.. Neilson 4 52 32 followed the lift where it looked best.
8. Warminger 4 55 14 Roger Dickson, on his landing approach,
9. Irving4 56 43 guided his Gull IV between the Rugby wire.

10. Gough 4 57 33 less masts below their tops, but it was safeit ~~eest~~ 55 0°\ 2103 enough, because all the rigging has knobs
on for the birds to see. Pitt-Roche, in an

Followed in order of speed by Bisgood, D. awkward landing near Worcester, knocked
Smith, Kahn, Piggotl, lames and Ellis. both wings off his Sky and was thereafter

League I, aggregate mileage, 3,070. out of the contest.
With such a light Wind, LEAGUE 2 bad all Now for South Wales, towards which the

the points of the compass to choose from, highest contour of the inversion con
but actually the choice was limited by the veniently bulged. Only two managed it:
nearness of the sea to south and east. and Burton, in the Petrel, 107 miles to Crick.
the gradual descent of the inversion to the howell, near Brecon, and Ted Day, the third
north and west-in Devon and Cornwall it best distance of 132 miles to a point near
was actually sitting on the ground. Then Swansea. Day has described his flight in a
there was the sea breeze, which caught up separate artiCle, but he does not mention
with some pilots. The four longest flights that, when he advised Lasbam Control that
just exceeded the distance round League I's he had landed at Gwern-Llwyn-Chwyth, the
triangle. voice at the other end said: "Tibet is out of

Moving systematica)ly round the compass bounds, old boy!"
we start with Mackworth-Young's 90 miles In the remaining two directions the Air
to the N.E., to Fenstanton in Cambridge- Training Corps were well to the fore with
shire. Then we have a large mass of flights their Sedberghs: Gamer took one 79 miles
to the north, led by the R.A.F., with Fit. to Somerset, and AlIan" the onl)' pilot to go
Lieut. Mann making the best distance of the S.E., nearly reached the sea near Bognor.
day with 134 miles to Newark in a Gull IV, Aggregate distance: League 2, 3,290.7
and Fig. Off. D. Ellis with 131 miles to miles; both Leagues together, 6,360.7 miles
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-probably the highest daily total for a
British contest.

Leading Totals, 3 Days
LEAGUE I LEAGUE 2

Wills 281 Mann 286
N. Goodl1art 262 Mackenzie 248
D·Drummond 259 Ganod &
A. Goodhart 254 Bentson 243
Inee 240 Day 222
Gough 222 Green, etc. 220
Smith 208 Burton, etc. 208
Williamson 202 D. EHis 205
Warminger 190 Baynes, etc. 193
Foster 189 Anson 191

14.(1() I.S. T. TRtmSDlY

18t. AootsT, ltS7

THURSDAY 1sT.-The small anticyclone which
had I1lJ}ved easl across the Brilish isles had
now collapsed, bill anolher high-pressure
syslem was developing west ofScolland. The
inversion over soulhern England was now
only 4,000 ft. above M.S.L. Thermals were
moslly dry and rarely easy 10 locate,. but the
biggest problem to be .dealt with over the
Iriangle race was rnal of navigalion in the

smoke haze.

Thursday, 1st August
LEAGUE I : Distance along a line to Park

Head, on the North Cornish Coast.
LEAGUE 2: Triangular race via Andover

aerodrome and spot height 974 tt., 21 miles
S.E. of Inkpen, 53.8 miles.

Park Head, which nobody had heard of
is just beyond Padstow and St. Merry~
R_A.F. airfield; it is 18~ miles W.S.W. ,of
Lasbam and 42 miles from Land's End.
Technically, in a task like tl1is, competitors
can go beyond the point named; but, as
Ann Welch warned them at tbe briefing,
high tide was at 3.30 I).m. Also, the coost
at this point turns S.S.W., so it would be
little use going [urthe'r, because one's
additional "projl:Cted" distance would be
cancelled out by one's deviation from the
line.

Anyway, it didn't matter, because nobody
got as far. Thermals were forecast to give
Ollt SQon after 18.00, and David Ince and
Tony Goodhart, who put up the best and
second best distances, had not reached Park
Head by the time they had to make the
latest landings of the day at 18.40.

lnce found the stickiest region 50 miles
out at White Sheet Hill, yesteLday's turning
point; after that, ,conditions became very
good, with 10' ft./sec. lift inside a cloud at
Shaftesbury. But then, nearing Exeter, he
had to save himself with a wind-shadow
thermal, and after that stayed as high as he
could for safety. His last two thermals were
off a wood; in the first he saw Deane
Drummond 200 ft. lower down (apparently
too low to be usefuJ, for D-D landed a't
17'_50), and in the second he took half-an
hom to climb 1,500 ft. He reached the
coast at Tintagel, while Tony Goodhart in
the Olympia 403 entered by ElIiotts of
Newbury, and Paul Minton in the Skylark
III ,entered by Slingsby's, came next best,
landing west and east of Launceston re
spectively. Tony had found it slow going
to Salisbury, then quite 'good, until near
E)(cter it became "miserable" and after that
he was just "scratching". But he 1"eached
5,800 ft. in cloud, well above the forecast
in\lersion.

Deane-Drlirnmond mentioned that the
haze, which was a notable feature of this
day and restricted visibili-ty to 2 or 3 miles,
did not prevent him always knowing his
position. He encountered no bad patches;
yet Bisgood found it difficult all the way,
doing 12 miles less but staying in the air 35
mins. longer.

PhiHp Wills's sudden drop to Sth place
this day was· due to his taking a risk which
didn't come off. Having heard Wallington'S
forecast that the sea breeze would start
coming inland all along the south coast
from noon (B.S.T..), he pushed off south
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and, sure enough, found a thick line of
cumulus-like cloud marking the edge of the
sea air, about 12 miles inland. So he
steamed along this belt of lift at high speed,
a lot faster than those who were plodding
from thermal to thermal further north. But,
alas! Where the coast veers to the right
towards Bridport, tbe \:loud bank decep
tively kept straight on, and Wills suddenly
found himself surrounded by sea air; he
turned north in the hope of reaching the
thermals, but was still in sea air when he
landed at Beaminster.

Hickling tried the same thing later after
following the conventional route till the
thermals gave out; he made off south for
Lyme Regis and the sea breeze but failed to
catch it-evidently the thermals had ceased
sucking the sea air inland. But Welch, after
landing 9 miles inland from the North
Devon coast at 17.12, was told by the
farmer that the N.E. wind had only been
distllrbed by an occasional puff of sea
breeze, which came from S.W., not N.W. as
would be expected. .

In the following table, the adjusted
distances for marking (projected distance
minus deviation from '!ifle) are given in
brackets.

LEAGUE 2 found their task impossible, not
only because of poor thermals, but because
of the haze, which was at its thickest in the
region of their triangle. Mackenzie missed
completing it by only 7 miles; Ted Day, who
made next best distance, fouod it fairly easy
to Andover but came down on the next le~.

Peter Seon was third best.
League 2, aggregate distance, 1,264.1

miles; average per pilot, 32.4 miles;

Leading Totals, 4 Da)'S

LEAGUE I LEAGUE 2
A. Ooodhart 348 Mackenzie 348
D-Drummond 345 Mann 319
N. Goodhart 344 Day 299
Ince 340 Bentson, etc. 289
wms 320 D. Ellis 264
Gough 308 Jefferson, etc. 252
WiIliamson 280 Seott, etc. 231
Smith 264 Anson 225
Bisgood 256 KnOllS, ete. 225
Minton, etc. 245 Torode, etc. 224
Warminger 227 Hands, etc. 218
Tonkyn 220 Palfreeman, etc. 192

Commanders Nick (left), and Tony Goodhart
in a concentrated moment.

(Ph%, Be/sy Woodward)

(78)
(76)
(75)
(75)
(73)
(72)
(72)

League 1, Distances
Pilot Landing Miles
Inee Tintagel 168 (160)
A. Goodhart Launceston 152 (151)
Minton Launceston 143 (143)
D-Drummond Ashwater 147 (141)
Gough Holsworthy 148 (138)
N. Goodhart QkehamptQn 137 (134)
Bisgood Okehampton 135 (130)
Williamson Okeharnpton 132 (129)
D. Smith Ottery St. M. 113 (108)
Welch Yarnscombe 93
Tonkyn Crewkerne 82
Alien Taunton 78
Shepherd Wootton Fitz P. 87
Hickling Charmouth 85
Coulson Petherton 77
Piggott Petherton 77
Wills Beaminster 79
Tweedy Lyme Regis
Warminger Beaminster 79
Kahn Sherbome 68
Cotton Sherborne 68
C. ElIis Cerne Abbas 69 (56)
Foster Henstridge 59
Furlong Wool, Dorset 63 (36)
Kaye Wool, Dorset 63 (36)
- Leaguell-;3ggregate:mileage, 2,380.6.
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FRtDAY 2ND.-During the night a weak cold
front had moved S.S.£. across tire counlr)'
and had left South-E;ast Englarrd in an air
mass with an inversion at about 4,000 ft.
above M.S.L Cooling during the night had
also produced a shallow low.level inversion
and although dry thermals were available by
mid-morning, they did not extend to more

tlran 2,000 ft. until after midday.

Friday, 2nd August
I;-E:'GUE I: Race to. Nympsfield (Bristol

Glidmg Club), 65.3 miles.
LEAGUE 2: Distance along line to Park

Head, N. Cornwall.
With a IS-knot wind from E.N.E. at

cruising height, and a course leading N.W.
by W., League I had a cross-wind with a
small favourable component. But what
bothered them most was a sticky patch two
thirds of the way to the goal, between
Swindon and Chippenham, over ground at
about 400 ft. a.$.1. between the Cotswolds
and the Avon valley.

Considering how many pilots, even the
most expert, weTe nearly sunk there, it is
rather surprising that all reached Nymps
field-24 by air, and one, John Cotton, on
foot, having landed a mile short and
damaged his machine against a concealed
manhole-cover in a field (what was it doing
there?). Nor did all the successful ones
escape damage on landing: Foster broke

MillS.
122
126
128
130
130
130
136
137
144
171
175
192

his rudder-post on a rough bit of the
ground, and Stephenson knocked off a
piece of wing-tip against a winch. Dan
Smith was temporarily out of the contest as
the result of an up-hill landing the day
befoTe..

SOme stratl~s overca~t h~d to clear away
first, after whIch the mght Inversion had to
be eliminated; even when the thermals got
well going, there were very few ·cumulus
clouds to mark them. All crossings of the
starting line were made between 13.48 and
14.45.

Frank Foster won the race with his Sky
lark n, taking I hr. 30 mins. 4 secs. at an
average speed of 43.4 m.p.h. His tech
nique was to soar along each line of hills
and then da~ across the 10~ ground. Tony
Goodha~, With 41.5 m.p.h. In the Olympia
403, aVOided the worst bits by keeping
north of track; but towards the end of his
carefully calculated glide-in. he was unable
at fiTst to find the Nympsfield ground. never
havmg been there before. and arrived below
the hil~ top. So he soared up the side of a
valley m the hope of finding an extra bit of
lift at its top, and sure enough it just heaved
him over the trees into the club ground.

James in the Gull n also kept nOrth to
avoid the bad patch and was rewarded by a
good thermal off Swindon railway works.
Both he and Nick Goodhart found the lift
to be arranged in short "bars" running E.
to W., so one entered each at its right-hand
end and then turned half left to go along it.
Deane-Drumrnond was down to 1,000 ft.
over the bad patch, but Wills ~escended to
only 150 ft. (above take-off?) and he said
was only "spurred on by the cont~mptuous
look in the ·eyes of some chickens."

Fjrst arrival at Nympsfield was Stephen
son at 15.25: last was Charles Ellis at 17.40.

League 1. Race Times
Pilot Mins. Pilor
Foster 90 Tonkyn
A. Goodhart 94 Kahn
N. Goodhart 96 Irving
Warminger 96 Tweedy
D-Drummond 97 Piggott
Ince 99 Pickup
Stephenson 100 Wills
Bisgood 107 Neilson
Neilan 114 Breeze
Williamson 114 Lee
James 114 C. Ellis
Gough 115 Coulson

League I, aggregate mileage, 1,624.
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League 2, Longest Flights
Pilot Landing Mile~
Day Crediton 115.0
Anson Crediton 110.0
Mackenzie Exeter 105.9
Kearon Sidmouth In. 102.6
Rutherford Cullompton 102.4
Morgan Cullompton 102.0
Martlew Honiton 100.1
Parkes CUllompton 98.8
Dodd Honiton 96.7
Hart Upottery 93.0
Lastowski Honiton 92.9
D. Ellis Chard 86.0
Paul Ilminster 85.4
R. Jones Crewkerne 82.3
Collier Evershot 69.6
Hodgson Sherbome 68.2
Scorer Sherbome 68.2

League 2, aggregate mileage, 2,678.7.
Leading Totals, 5 Days

LEAGUE I LEAGUE 2
A. Goodhart 443 Mackenzie 439
N. Goodhart 439 Day 399
D-Drummond 436 Mann 347
Ince 429 D. Ellis 333
Wills 293 Bentson, etc. 323
Gough 386 Anson 320
Williamson 385 Martlew, ete. 308
Bisgood 358 Dodd, ete. 299
Warminger 338 Collier, ete. 282
Foster 320 Blake, etc. 280
frYing, etc. 317 Benson., etc. 271
Tonkyn 315 Morgan, etc. 253

It should ·be mentioned that these Official
figures give the total points earn<Xl, but that
from the fifth contest day onwards, each
competitor's worst day's score could be
subtracted. Actually this subtraction was
only made at the very end, but if it had been
done from the fifth day onwards, the com
petitors would have seen their true posit!on
in relation to each other. The leadmg
scores in League 1, counting only the best
four days of the five, would then have
been: N. Goodhart, 375; Deane-Drum
mond, 373; A. Goodhart, 366.

Ted Day, Kent Gliding Club, who flew his
Slingsby Sky to victory in League 2.

(Photo: "Flight»)

LEAGUE 2, given League I's task of the
previous day, did Dot get so far towards
Park Head but kept closer to tbe line, which
this time lay along the wind direction. Also
there was less haze. As for the sea breeze,
so far from anyone being tempted towards
it, Ted Day, the day's winner, kept north of
track to avoid it, and only when it finally
caught him, he says, did he make a final
glide south to get back on track. Day's
distance, 115 miles, was actually beaten by
Anson with 118, but 8 of these miles were
deducted for being too far north.

Two pilots, at least, nearly bought it on
the first glide down from the starting line.
Col. Benson was down to 800 ft. before
finding lift but continued for 63 miles; and
Morison in the Nimbus, after going 10
miles, was turning in tQ land with his hand
on the brake, to join a Sedbergh in a field,
when the green ball popped up again.
RiddeIl found the lift scrappy everywhere
below 1,500 ft.

The following table gives the number of
miles for scoring, after deductions for
divergence from the line, if ~my. ~e Saturday, 3rd August
machines flown by the first 10 pJlots are, In
order: Sky, 3 Olympias, Skylark n, Army LEAGUE I : Free Distance.
Kranich, Petrel, Olympia, Skylark 11. Well LEAGUE 2: Race to South CerneY
to the fore are three Sedberghs flown re (Cirencester), 52 miles.
spectively by Sqn.. Ldr. Hart (A.T.C), Air With cirrus approaching from the west
Cmdre. Paul (R.A.F.) and FIt. Lt. Jones along a line running north to south through
(A.T.C.). Sqn. Ldr. Scorer flew a Grunau. the middle of England, and thickening
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SATURDAY 3RD.-With the anticyclone re
ceding towards the east, bi'oken cirrus and
mediulll cloudheralded the qpp1'Oach ofa low
pressure system from the sOllth-west, How
ever, fhe eastward movement of the cirruS'
was wIry slow, and fhis upper cloud was
sufficiently well broken to allow lIloderafe
insolation over the eastern half of England.
Tlrel'llwfS'in this region were often modera/e

in strength up 104,000-5,000 ft.

downwards to medium cloud further west,
League 1 pilots had the problem of going
northwards along the edge of this
cloud while the' east wind was trying to
blow them under it. Moreover, its shadow
crept eastw.ards faster than 'the cloud while
the sun sank lower in the west, as Tatty
Goodhart found when he had to do his last
five miles at about 300 ft.

Really workable thermals were not
expected till after 1.3'0 p.m., but the morning
stratus disso.lved sooner than expected,
leaving a clear sky. So When the Navy's
Kranich t<XYk up the editor's assistant for
a joy ride at. 11.30, nobody expected it to
run into thermals; but it found such a good
one that Wills and Nick Goodhart came
up and joined it, far in advance of their
intended launching times. Nick was
rewarded by making the longest flight of
the day-more than 25 miles further than
the next 'best, and landed only ten miles

from the Derbyshire & L-aneashire Club at
Camphill. North of Burton the sky ~on

tained cumulus, but his nearest rivals just
missed reaching it. So, though Nick
Goodhart kept going till 17.40, Deane
Drummond and Ince came down at 17.00,
Wil1s at 16.20 and Tony GOodhart at 16.50.

Foster, who had been up nearly all night
repairing his Skylark's tail, had it ready for
take-off by 2 p.m. and managed 75 miles,
which gives an idea what the others might
have done if they had stuck to tbeir original
starting times.

Most of the more' distant landings were
between N. and N.N.W. of Lasham. But
there were .two exceptions, who pitted
themselves against the overcast. John
Williamson made the second best distance,
seven miles shor.t of the Midland Club .at
the Long Mynd, in a Weihe-the only
machine among the first eight which wasn't
a Skylark m-and the latest landing of the
day at 17.50. And Sgr. Gough penetrated
into South Wales below the Qvercast,
making use of his own "secret weapon", a
standard pair of dark glasses with which he
could see the hazy tops of the thermals.
Opinion in the R.A.F. was that he had gone

P. C. "Bunny" Austin, Chief Marshal, with
his invaluable marshalling gadget.

(Courtesy "The Aeroplane")
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Mrs. Rika Harwood, wife ofour Club News
Editor, was the only woman pilot in the

cantest.

to the mountains in search of Gold C
height in waves, which. however, had not
been forecast. Anyway, at Abergavenny,
where the high stuff begins, he started
losing height, and had to land on Brynmawr
Rugby football ground, seven miles further
on, with mountains all around.

League 1, Scoring Flights
Pilot Landing Miles

N. Goodhart Buxton 144.7
Williamson Craven Anns I19.3
D-Drummond Ashby de la Z. 111.8
Ince Tamworth 110.6
Gough Brynmawr 103.0-
Wills Hinckley 96.7
Wanninger Bramcote 92.3
Coulson BramcOte 92.3
A. Goodhart Coventry 88.5
Kaye Rothwell 83.4
Irving Braunston 77.7
Foster Evesham 75.5
Neumann Moreton in Marsh 63.2
lames Banbury 61.6
Ellis Northleach 56.2
Neilan Finmere 55.7
Kahn Chipping Norton 54.2
Stafford-AlIen Burford 53.0
Hickling Wootton Bassett 40.6
Tonkyn Abingdon 32.1

League I. aggregate mileage. 1,655.4.

LEAGUE 2 had to race north-westwards
towards the overcast, but instead of thick.
ening evenly towards the west, it threw
out an offshoot across Hungerford region.
just half-way along the route, which caused
ten people who were passing at the time
to Come down there: nine of them landed
between 15.35 and 15.52, at distances
between 23 and 27 miles from Lasham.

Six reached the goal, between 15.29 and
16.38, the slowest taking only 30% longer
than the fastest, who was Ted Day. This
second win in succession lifted him to the
top of League 2. Furthest of the unsuccess
ful ones were Everitt in the London Gub's
T-21 b (Sedbergh) and Morison with the
Nimbus, each doing 47 miles. Then came
Garrod, who landed 12 miles to the right
of the course, and Wg. Cmdr. Kearon, who
made the latest landing at 17.10.

Of those who suceeded (see list). Ruther
ford said he kept under the "clamp" and
scraped along at not more than 2,200 ft.,
and ScOlt avoided it by keeping to tbe right.

League 2, Race Times
Pilot Sailplane Minutes

Day Sky 98t
Rutherford Skylark II 1071
Cochrane Skylark II 1071-
Stark Olympia 114
Cockburn Olympia 125
Scott T-42b 128t

League 2, aggregate mileage, 1,214.5
Leading Totals, 6 Days

LEAGUE I LEAGUE 2
N. Goodhart 537 Day 499
D-Drummond 510 Mackenzie 445
Inee 502 Scott, etc. 358
A. Goodhart 498 Garrod, etc. 356
Gough 452 Mann 347
Wills 448 D. Ellis 333
Williamson 438 Rutherford 331
Warrninger 378 Anson 329
Foster 362 Hands, etc. 320
Irving, etc. 361 Burton., etc. 316
Bisgood 338 Baynes, etc. 302
Kahn 310 Green, etc. 292
Note: if each pilot's lowest day's score is
subtracted, A. Goodhart would have come
3rd, Wills 5th, WiIliamson 6th and Bisg~
9th; and, in League 2, Mann 4th, D. Elhs
5th, Rutherford 6th, Burton 9th and GreeD
11th.
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Sunday, 4th August
LEAGUES I and 2: Flight to goal selected

by the pilot. Bonus for landing at goal:
30% of distance marks.

Again the country was clamped over
~o the west with high and medium doud,
but this tjme the clamp had a wavy edge,
with a wave-length of 170 miles between
two"crests" crossing the Bristol Channel
and the Wash, and between them a "trough"
of clear air stretching from the West
Midlands into North Wales, having moved
slowly north-eastwards since the morning.
But at soaring leVel there w-as an easterly
wind drifting towards the clamp, as
yesterday.

The choice of a goal was most difficult,
and only two goals were reached in League
I and four in League 2, including a safe

SUNDAY 4TH.-Another {lay on which a pilot
would not normally contemplate a long cross
country flight. Wide bells of medium cloud
and thundery rain were moving from the
south·west, bllt between two of these belts
there was a narrow lane ofweIf-broken cloud.
In this lane thermals were weak to moderate
and smoke haze was still apparent, but the
real lest of flight-planning "lay in assessing
average speeds of cross-country flight and
making due allowance for the predicted speed

of movement of the lane.

22-mile one at Andover which John golder
reached with 3,,000 ft. to spare. Several
pilots, after" finding conditions different
from what they expected-usually worse
came down again and changed their goals.
Contrary to the usual custom, all goals
were made public on a blackboard for
each competitor's rivals to see.

The furthest goal, Rhyl, declared by
Ince and Wills, proved u,nattainable; it was
Wills's second choice, his first one having
been Slc:ap, north of Shrewsbury, which he
eventually passed over while gliding down
from his last thermal to a landing at 17.45.
This was also the landing time of Deane·
Drummond, who not only made the longest
flight of the day, 162.8 miles, but reached
his goal at Hawarden, just over the Welsh
border from Chester, and' thereby gained
the lead which won him the Championship.

Tony Goodhart made the second longest
flight, tQ a landing near Wrexham at 17.35,
by overflying his goal at HalfpenJ;ly Green,
near Wolverhampton, by 47 miles, ofwhkh
the last 21 miles ,gave him Ililore points than
he would have got by landing at the goal.
Unlike Wills, he passed east of Birmingham
and found better weather. Oddly enough,
only 40 miles out from Lasham, he shared
a thermal with his brother, and at a lower
height; yet this proved to be Nick Good
hart's last thermal. as he had'to land near
Oxford after "fiddl'ing" with Iow thermals
from gravel pits, small villages, cornfiel'ds
and airfield runways all the way from
HarweJl-and all the time there was clear
sky overhead. "Somehow," he said, "it
didn't seem to be my day." He had already,
after a first aoortive take-ofl', reduced his
goal from Hooton, N.W. of Chester, to
Halfpetmy Green, a 107-mile goal which
.Bisgood also gave and actually reached.

Third best was Piggott in the T-42 Eagle,
fout-fifths of a mile further than Wills. He
made the latest landing at 18.00; in fact,
the leading four, with Stephenson, who
landed at 17.38, kept going about an hour
longer than anybody else in either league,
excepting Rutherford (17.00).

In League 2, the two highest SCorers
attained their goals: Mike Hodgson from
Bristol Club, in a private Olympia, landed
there at Nympsfield; and &In. Ldt. Scorer
reached Kemble in the R.A.F. GrtmaU
Baby. The next best goal flight was by
Morison in the Nimbus; after an abortive
launch at 2.30 he had changed his goal
from South Cerney to Wanborough aero-
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490
458
408
397
393

.Aggregate distance: League I, 2,084.1
miles; League 2,1,351.1 miles; total
3,435.2 miles.

Since no marks were earned on the final
day, the following list shows the total
points earned during the contest before
each pilot's worst day was deducted to
obtain the final scores for the Champion
ships, which are given on another page; it
should be interesting to compare the two
lists. In League 2 there is no difference in
the order of the first 12.

Leading Totals, 7 Days, League 1
D-Drummond 610 Gough
A. Goodhart 570 Williamson
N. Goodhart 549 Foster
Ince 543 Bisgood
Wills 518 Warminger

Prizegiving, 5th August
The final Monday's events started with

a briefing for League 2, who were given a
race round a short triangle via New
AJresford Pond and Farnham Castle.
Questioned on whether landings could be
made at the turning points, Ann Welch
said that, as to the castle, the Bishop had
given permission for landings on the lawn.
But no-one got as far; six pilots rounded
the Pond and that was all. Not enough of
them exceeded the ten miles minimum to
make it a contest. And their -aggregate
mileage was 87.5.

Leagl:lc I, given time to recover from
yesterday's retrieves, were told at their
I J.30 briefing that there would be no
contest. Up in the sky, castellatus clouds
showed there was thunder about, but
nothing useful arrived.

Lord Brabazon, introduced by Philip
Wills as "the most helpful Vice-President
we have ever had," made a characteristic
speech before giving away the many prizes.
which are listed separately. He referred to
gliding as "the only sport left in aviation
to-day," aDd said that flight did not come
about by the efforts ofscientists, but by the
enthusiasm of fools. Finally, Philip WiIls.
summing up "the most successful meeting
we have ever had," paid tribute to all who
had worked at ground level: nine-tenths of
an iceberg is below the surface. but without
it the iceberg could not exist!

-2..~4-

drome, near Swindon, before a final start
at nearly 3 p.m. He reached the neighbour
hood with the help of a 10 ft./sec. thermal
and then spent an hour looking for the
aerodrome, ooly to find at last that it had
been ploughed up.

League 1, Landings and Distances
Pilot - Landing Miles

D-Drummond Hall/O/'den 162.8
A. Goodharl Wrexham 153.9
Piggott Nantwich 150.9
Wills Overton 150.1
Bisgood Halfpenny Green 106.8
Foster Leominster 99.7
Shepard Castle Bromwich 99
Stephenson Stourbridge 98.6
Inee Kidderminster 95.5
Coulson Birmingham 91.1
Gough Solihull 91
D. Smith Redditch 90.6
Breeze Defford 79.9
TOlikyn Bristol 72.3
Neilson Chipping Campden 67.6
Thomas Moreton in Marsh 63.3
C. ElJis Northleach 58
Minton Chipping Nonon 57.4
WiJliamson Chipping NOrtOD 57
Pickup Burford 47.5
Warminger Faringdon 47
Hahn Brize Norton 45.2
N. Goodharl Stanton Harcourt 41.6
Welch Lambourne 29
Lee Welford 25

Goals reached are given ill italics.

League 2, Longest Distances
Pilot Landing Miles

Hodgson Nympsfield 65.2
Scorer Kemble 55.5
Rutherford Chc:ltenham 65.7
Torode Cirencester(?) 64
Kearon Moreton in Marsh 63.3
Kerridge Sherborne 56.9
Sutcliffe South Cerney 52
Palfreeman Bicester 52
Robinson Witney 49.2
R. Dickson Down Ampney 48.5
Morgan Down Ampney 48.5
Anson Burford 47.9
Morison Wanborough 38
Everitt South Marston 41
Oliver Swindon 40.7
Lastowski Swindon 39
Day Abingdon 36.8
Dorman Abingdon 36.8
Scott Wantage 33.8
Gee Lambourn 32.0

Goals reached are given in italics.
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National Championships Results
League 2

Pilot or Pilots SI/Up/one 2
COlllesl Day

3 4 5 6 7
FInQ/
Toral

I. E. Day .. .. .. ..
2. J. K. Mackenzie .. .. ..
3. R. Rutherford . . . . . .
4. J. E. Torode, G. Bunon, D. Martlcw ..
5. P. Scott, P. Collier .. ..

6. N. P. Anson . . . .
7. M. P. Garrod. C. W. Bentson ..
8. N. W. Keason . . . .
9. D. Ellis .. .. ..

10. R. A. Mann . . . .

Sky
Olympia
Skylark 2
Petrel
T-42b

Olympia
Olympia
Ol)'mpia
Olympia
Gull 4

32 95
61 88
4 77

32 100
2 84

22 89
67 90
6 60

19 88
87 99

95 77
99 lOO
52 20
76 16
74 71

80 34
86 46
70 29
98 59

lOO 33

100
91
87
84
51

95
34
87
69
28

100
6

91
8

76

9
33
33

0,

28
6

76
74
23

46
5

72
17
2

499
445
403
382
379

366
356
351
350
349

11. J. N. Cochrane. K. R. Aldridge,
B. J. P~lfrecman .. . . . . . .

12. J. M. Hands. S. R. Dodd .. ..
13. J. L. Bayley. A.. T. Motllan . . . .
14. J. B. Jefferson, K. W. BI.ke, A. H. Baynes
15. G. Benson, C. Green, J. Knotts.. ..

Skylark 2
Skylark 2
Kranich
Skylark 2
Skylark 2

12 100
71 36
13 0

100 69
93 34

75
76
90
24
93

5
35
64
59

5

o
81
86
28
46

91
21
4

22
21

52
5

47
13
o

335
320
304
302
292

16. J. D. Jones, M. J. Hodgson
17. A. O. Sutdiffe, J. M. Hahn,

'to R. H. Park.. .. . . . . . .
18. N. J. DicksOD, R. C. H. Barber, E. Stark
19. D,. Kerridge, 1. E. Simpson . . . .
20. C. S. Scorer .. .. .. ..

Olympia 33

Olympia 33
Skylark 2 21
Olympia 99
Grunau 2b 12

23 52 31 51

70 16 20 83
1 87 5 50
9202030
o 48 25 51

5 100 290

21 53 280
85 0 249
o 59 237
o 77 213

21. R. J. Cockburn, A. Bowman, G. C.
WiJkinson, M. S. Goodfellow ..

22. B. E. Lastowski, W. Kwasny ..
23. R. Bren-Knowles, E. J. Robinson
24. R. C. Jones, W. Verling .. ..
25. P. Hart, L.dley . . . . . .

Olympia
Olympia
Kranich
Sky
Sedbergh

o
39
7
4

22

21
20
64
56
o

74
14
20
52
o

o
5

35
o

64

38
77
23
66
77

77
26
o

16
22

o
32
49
o
o

210
208
198
194
'185

26. J. C. Evenlt . . . .
27. R. D. Dickson . . . .
28. G. W. Mackwofth.Young.

C. G. Dorman., E. A. Moor.e
29. J. C. Riddell . . . .
30. B. Sindair, G. R. Paddick

31. P. Hampton, D. Sealion ..
32. J. Oliver, Garner, Naylor
33. S. Mo ison.. .. ..
34. Mrs. R. Harwood . . . .
35. J. V. Inglesby . . . .

Sed bergh
Gull 4

Skylark 2
Skylarll 1
Olympja

Sk),lark 2
Sc<lbergh
Nimbus
Olympia
Ol)'mpia

10 56
36 4

o 7
27 0
10 72

22 75
29 0
15 I
11 7
32 I

21
57

51
43
59

o
53
o

23
o

o 25
o 13

44 18
27 36

o 24
o 0
o 26
o 12
5 37

34 36
6 47

o 28
5 10

6 -
6 35

34 39
9 17
o -

182
163

158
148
141

127
123
115
79
75

41. J. H. E. Edwards, A. A. McDougall ..
42. M. C. Jackson, M. 1. Gce, G. R. Whitfield
43. M. Jobling .. .. .. ..
44. R. A. Young .. .. .. .. o 0

o 26
11 0

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

G. J. C. Paul . . . .

~~~~rpi~~~~he :: : :
F. Alien.. .. ..
J. H. Holder. D. Snodgrass

Sed bergh
Sedbergh
Sky
Gull I
Olympia

Sedbcrgh
Olympia
Olympia
SGS 1-26

o
o
o

35
o
o

10
o
o

o
o
4

15
o
o
o
o
4

4
8

65

40

9
o

21
o

o
o

o

~
o

69
37

o
25

o

o

4

11
20

o

73
70
69
50
49

46
41
21

4

NOTE.-Zero indicates that the pilot did not go far enough to score. Absence of a figure indicates sailplane
under repair.

The figures in the last column are the totals after discarding each entrant's lowest day's
score.
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Pilot or Pilols

1.e:Igue 1

I SailplQJIr 2
Conusr Day

3 4 5 6
Final

7 Total

I. A. I. Deane-Drummond
2. H. C. N. Goodhart
3. G. A. I. Goodhart
4. D. H. G. Inee ..
5. P. A. WiUs ..

Skybrk 3
Skylark 3
Olympia 4
Skylark 3
Skylark 3

63
62
80
68

lOO

96
100
77
81
86

100
100
97
91
95

86
82
94

lOO
39

91 74
93 100
95 55
89 73
66 62

100
12
72
41
70

547
537
515
502
479

6. A. Cough.. ..
7. I. S. Williamson ..
8. P. L. Disgood ..
9. A. H. Warminger ..

10. F. Faster .. . .

Skylark 3
Weihe
Sky
Skylark 3
Skylark 2

76 69
39 73
36 62
36 76
37 76

17 .86 77
90 78 78
77 79 82
78 37 93
76 28 lOO

67 38
80 20
o 61

58 IS
45 43

452
438
397
378
377

11. F. G. Irving, P. Minton .. . .
12. A. D. Piggott .. .. "
13. W. N. Tonkyn .. .. ..
14 {D. B. IalIles .. .. ..

. O. H. Stephensoo, E. I. Furlooll

16. W. A. H. Kahn .. . . . .
17. D. A. Smith .. .. ..
1&. C. A. P. EU.is .. . . . .
19. G. S. Neumann, P. I. Neilson ..
20 {A. Coulson . .. . . . .

. D. M. Kaye, F. Breeze .. . .

22. J. C. Neilan. L. Welch .. . .
23. J. Tweedy, B. Thomas . . . .
24. A. Pickup, I. H. Hickling ..
25. G. H. Lee, R. C. Stafford-A:llen ..
26. J. C. Cotton . . . . . .

Skylark 3
T-42a
Skylark 2
Ou02
Skylark 3

Olympia
Sky
Olympia
Skylark 2
Skylark 3
Skylark 2

T·42b
Sky
Skylark 2
Olympia
Skylark 2

62
37
60
o

52

36
66
52
19
29
35

4
93
15
4

31

70 25
68 67
78 38
60 66
82 40

69 73
66 76
69 62
63 79
56 35
23 76

71 39
21 17
63 11
56 29
77 7

88 70
39 69
44 73
41 77
13 92

34 71
56 0
28 56

2 66
39 53
13 63

52 78
38 69
40 69
41 57
34 40

46 20
o 71

10 28
33 43
o 41

27 14
o 38

29 21
35 26
58 39
53 32

29 5
o 23

17 15
26 3

361
351
321
320
320

310
302
296
288
280
280

274
261
219
213
189

Awatds and Prizes
THE KEMSLEY CVP.-J. K. Mackenzie, Surrey Gliding Club (highest club placing in either

League).
THE LONDONDERRY Cup.-A. J. Deane-Drummond (winner, Individual Championship,

League I).
THE L. Du GAROE PEACH T:RoPHY.-F. G. Irving & P. Minton (winners, Team Champion

ship, League I).
THE FURLONG TROPHY.-E. Day (winner, Individual Championship, League 2).
THE FIRTH VrCKERs TROPHY.-J. E. Torode, G. Burton & D. Martlew (winners, Team

Championship, League 2).
THE EON CuP.-J. K. Mackenzie, Surrey Gliding Club (highest placing of Olympia in

either League).
THE SLlNGSBY TROPHY.-R. C. Jones & W. Verling, Air Training Corps, R.A.F. (highest

placing of ~bergh).
THE PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS TROPHY.-A. Gough, RA.F. Gliding & Soaring Association,

Wessex Club (organization with greatest aggregate score).

League 1 Special Prizes
lst.-A. J. Deane-Drurnmond. HORS CONCOURS ENTRY.-R. A. Young.
2nd.-H. C. N. Goodha.rt. BEST WOMAN COMPETITOR.-Mrs. R.
3rd.-G. A. J. Goodhart. Harwood.
WINNING TEAM.-F. G. Irving and P. MOST MERrroRlous TWO-SEATER

Minton. FLlGHT.-A. D. Piggott & C. Tippitt.
League 2 CkOWN AGENTS' PRlzE.-E. Day.

1ST.-E. Day. PRIVATE OWNERS' PRIZES.-A. J. Deane-
2NO.-J. K. Mackenzie (Surrey G.c.). Drummond (League J); E. Day (League 2).
3RD.-R. Rutherford (Midland G.c.). AEROBATlC CONTEST.-D. EUis.
4TH "NO WINNING TEAM.-J. E. Torode, BEST SEOBERGH (T-2IB) FLlGHTS.-(I)

G. Burton .and D. MartJew. J. C. Everitt & Crew; (2) R. C. Jones &
5TH.-P. Scott and P. Collier. Crew; (3) P. Hart & Crew.
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VOLA A VE.LA IN ITALlA
by Michael Pertwee

(4) A complete translation in Italian
of your Gliding Certificate. This is
extremely difficulr"even jf you have
friends who speak bOth languages.
The charming girl who did mine for
me was completely stumped by
having to put into Italian such words
as Brabazon of Tara and Yvonne
'Bonham-to say nothing of Federa
tion Aeronautique lnternationale
which started by beiog French.

(5) And here is the rub. A guarantee of
Good Morals by the British EmbassY·
This frankly terrified me. My skill as
a pilot is a byword. But what (l)f my
morals? Had news of my behaViour
at Lasham leaked through to Rome?

I decided that this should be my first task.
Without the guarantee of Morals (Good),
what use the blank sheet of paper and other
things? So I lcapt into my car and headed
for the British Embassy-in normal tim~ a
ten-minute drive. But here a word of adVIce

into an to all would-be applicants. Always go to the
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(Reproduced by courtesy 0/ "Lasham Gliding")

T HE followin.g diary of events may prove office where you meet a severe-looking civil
of interest ~o anyone contemplating a servant who would be just as happy in

little gliding in the vicinity of Rome. Whitehall. He tells you that permission may
On arrival you make enquiries amongst be granted but first you must carry out a

your friends and hear, with delight, that few little tasks. Here .they are.
there is a gliding school on the outskirts of (I) A stamped sheet of paper to the value
Rome. You leap into your cat and drive of Two Hundred Uri on which, in
str.aight out there--~enminutes at the most. Italian, you must make appliqtion to

I~:~: &n~a~~~g:rid ~~bb~ifiiITe';1~~:bY- fly.
side two-seaters under construction, with a (2) A stamped sheet of paper to the value
helpful littJe engine and propeller tucked in of One Hundred Liri which you must
the back. Here, too, is the Italian champion, bring back but leave ufterly blank.
Commandante Mantelli, who greets you (3) Go to the Post Office .and obtain an
charmingly but with the news that it is a orange form (Ri€el'lIta di Versamenle)
Military Unit and it will be quite impossible which I think must be the equivalent
for you to fly. There is, however, a club at of.a Postal Order. This to the value
Rieti some fifty miles away in the mOun- of Three Hundred and Eleven Liri.
tains. Amid coffee and a mountain ofbaro- Since no one has seen one lira f'Or
graph records of exciting winter-wave flying, about twenty years, I am not sure
Mantelli telephones the club and tells them who did who in the transaction. Nor
to expect you. do I know why it was 311 and not

You leap into your car again and drive 310.
out to Rieti, which takes something over
one-and-a-quarter hours. It is a lovely spot
nestting in a wide valley between mountains,
the highest of which is Monte Terminillo.
Anyone who wants to know how high it is
can look it up in their atlas.

Here you are greeted by Signor Rovesti,
who- can best be described as the Bill Oateh
of Rieti. He is delighted. to see you and
delighted to do everything possible for you
to fly. But first you must approachtbe
Minis/era Della Djfesa Aeronaulica
Direzione Generale Aviazione Ci\rile e
Traffico Aereo in Rome. Anyone whQ wants
to know what that mea:ns can look it up in
their dictionary.

You leap into your ear and drive hell-for
leather to the M.D.D.A.D.G.A.C.E.T.A.
(see above), which is situated outside Rome,
m the marble Palaces erected by Mussolini
for the 1942 exhibition, which sprawl
elegantty OVe'f many acres of land. Here
you disco!Ver that practically no one knows
how to find the M.D.D., etc.

At last you find it and are le<!



magnificent. The thermals are hug~ and
gentle-a solid seven to ten up. There is
soaring against the mountain si<le whether
the wind is from north. or south. I spent two
wonderful hours at a stead~ six thousand
feet and, when I decided to come down, W<lS

still going gently up with the brakes full out.
To sum up, "e meraviliosa", and anyone
who doesn't know what that means e;a,n
look it up in their dictionary.

Size 51" x 6~u

as on the cover of this is;ue

PhQtograph by Charles Brown of

OLYMPIA 403

CARDS

9d each
(10'10 disc. on orders 01 20 or more)

Prices to Clubs
(home and oyerseas) for resale:
50 : 2.5/- 100 : 40/-

ALL PLUS POSTAGE

Specia'l printing can be

arranged on bulk orders

BRlnSH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
LONDONDE~RY HOUSE,

19 PARK LANE,
LONDON, W.l.

C,HRISTMAS

Associated with:-

MARTIN, BLACK & Co. (Wire Ropes) !.TD.
Speedwell Works, Coatbridge, Glasgow
London Office: 9/10 Marble Arch, W.l

SPEEDWELL WIRE CO. LTD.
Speedwen Wire Works
Coatlnidge - Glasgow

SPECIALISTS IN HIGH TENSILE .STEEL WIRE
Suppl.iers 01 Wire lor' Auto·tow. 10'
Gl.iding CI.ubs throughout th.e country.

I

)British ,!"mbassy w~en President Coty ~f
France JS aTTlVIng In Rome. It makes It
much more exciting. A dull, ten-minute
drive is spread into one-and.a-half glorious
hours' motoring through narrow streets
you didn't even know existed. You see
angry motorists fighting with policemen.
You trallel fat into the country down old
Roman Roads unused for centuries. There
are so many One Way signs that time and
again you are sent in a circle and back to the
spot from which you started. At last you
arrive and are greeted by a charming man in
a blue serge suit who tells you that you
shouldn't have come to the British Embassy
at all but should have gone to the British
Consulate, which is exactly ,three minutes'
slow walk from your point of departure
one-and-a-half happy hours before.

I do not think that it is any evidence of
oorruption in high diplomatic circles, but I
got my Certificate of Good Morals for the
cost of some 500 liri.

NOTE (a) 'The 200 and 100 liri forms are
obtained from Tobacconist~,
not the Post Office.

NOTE (b) The orange postal order has to
be obtained to the account
N.I/25965.

NOTE (c) The British Consulate is in the
Piazza Di Spagna. Ignore the
British Embassy altogether
except, of course, when
President Coty is visiting RJome.

NOTE (d) Signor Rovesti is most helpfu~

about supplying the correct
form of application.

Finally, armed with all this, you return to
M.D.D., etc., where the same genteyesyour
translation of Brabalon of Tara with
frowning suspicion-but within one hour
you have your permi.t-actually typed on
the mysterious blank 100 liri form.

NOTE (e) If you want to Come again next
year, you must do it all again
including the report on your
Morals which, they claim,
might well have deteriorated in
the meantime.

Finally, may I say that it is all well worth
while. Until the middle of June few people
fly at the club. It has a pleasant bar and a
real W.e. with push-button control. All
launches are by aero-tow. The scenery is
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(Above) A Royal A
A. Gough (right). w;
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CALIBRATING VARIOMETERS
by Nicholas Goodltart

I N the past few years there has developed
an increasing interest in f1ymg for

maximum cross-country performance using
a table of air-speeds based on variometer
readings. To use this. table successfully it is
necessaty to have a variometer whose
readings can be interpreted reasonab~y

accurately, and this certainly cannot be Said
for many variometers in use, particularly
after modifications for total energy have
been made.

Figure 1 shows the relevant parts of my
own instrument panel which are:-

(a) A standard 0-35,000 et. Mk. XIV
sensitive altimeter.

(b) A Kelvin Hugbes KB 220/02, ID-130
knot, airspeed indicator.

(c) A "Memphis" variometer. This is a
sensitive short-Jag American instrument
with pointer presentation si.l~ilar to a Ho~n.
It is not "total energy", It IS graduated ID

knots from 2O-up to 20-down.
(d) A Cosim variometer, which has been

re-calibrated to read in knots. The capacity
is provided by a thermos flask and by-

(e) a total energy device consisting of i
standard industrial copper bellows suitably
mounted in a casing which is fed with pitot
.luessure.

In order to check and calibrate the above
panel the following rather elementary test
rig was developed. It has proved so success
ful that it may be of interest to oth.ers who
wish to calibrate their own panels.

The calibrator consists of an old paint tin
(2 gallon) with a screwed airtight cap
through which it can be filled with water.
At the top a pipe is soldered on, ",:hich is
led to the instruments under test Vta a T
piece. The third leg of the T-piece leads to a
short length ofpipe with a clamp on it which
is used for controlled flow of air into tbe
system. The bottom of the paint tin is l~d

via a four-foot length of hose to a cock dIS
charging into a bucket. The principle of
use is equally simple and consists of letting
the water out at a controlled rate, thus

CAPACITY
FIG. 1
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progressively increasing the !depression in increase ,in airspeed at the· same time as the
the top of the lino If an altimeter and height increases; this deludes the total
variometer are connected to this depression, energy system into believing that the air-
rates of climb ,can be measured by timing craft is gaining kinetic energy as well as
the altimeter over a range of a few hundred potential energy, and a lirtle calculation
feet while observing the indication of the s'hows that the net result is. a total energy
variometer. Rates of descent are achieved variometer reading which is exactly double
by closing the water cock and carefully that timed on the altimeter. For those who
opening the air venting clamp. It is essential are interested, the mathematical reason for
tbat all movements 00 made carefully to this is added as ,an Appendix. If the A.S.1.
avoid getting indicated rates of climb in is connected while carrying out this test,
excess of the capacity <.?f the instruments. care must be taken not to exceed its limits.
It is 'recommended that all testing be done On my own panel I do l'Iot exceed 500 ft.
in the rang0 0-500 ft. on the altimeter to on the altimeter, which gives 105 knots Olil

reduce the risk of damage tQ any instru- the A.S.1. Incidentally, should there be any
ment; ,it is also a good plan not W fill the doubt on the calibration of one's A.S.1. the
tank to more than about three,quarters full test rig can be· used to calibrate it from the
so that there is always a ,good air space a'ltimeter. For all practical purposes the
,capacity. correct reading of the altimeter for a given

Figure 2 shows the calibrator connected A.S.l. reading can be calculated from
for the testin,g of my panel. Note that the (v (knots)2
'pilot and static lines are both connected to h ft. = ~
the calibrator. The first test consists of a
.leakage test. The cock is opened until, say, Appendix
200 ft. shows on the altimeter; the cock is A total energy variometer does not in
theo closed and botlil' variometers should fact show the rate of change of total etlergy
~etum to ze.ro and the altimeter should of the a,ircraft, but rather shows the rate of
remain steady. If this~oes not happen, the change of the sum of actual height plus
leak can be fownd by squeezing off various "kinetic height"; this latter term is coined
,pipes and watching the instruments. to mean the kinetic energy divided by the

When alileaks have been removed, test 2 aircraft weigbt, and its units are feet.
is a calibration run on the variometers. In the case of test 3, tbe kinetic height
Calibration can, of course, be made in ft. (hk) is given by
Per sec. or ft. peT min. or anything else one V, (1)

hk = 2g~prefers, but my own variometers are
calibrated in knots. This may seem a where V ft./sec. is the apparent airspeed.
curious unit to choose; however, it means But this apparent airspeed can be obtained
that one can make direct glide-ratio ca1cu- from
]atioos, e.g. speed 50 knots, rate of sink 2 p =lPV' (2)
knots-glide-ratio=25; it may seem an where p is pressure applied to A.S.L
even less ,curious unit when it is realised But in this case the same pressure is
that I knot='100 ft. per min.-for all applied to the altimeter; hence
practical purposes. For this test the water p=pgh (3)
cook is opened until some steady reading is Therefore from (2) and (3) we get
obtained on one of the variometers, say pgh=}pV'
500 fL per min. (5 knots). This reading is or V'=2gh
kept steady by small adjustments of the
water cock wbile the altimeter is timed over Substituting this in (I) we get
a range of, say, 400 ft. A similar descending hI:; _ 2gh
rUG is tben made. By doing a series of runs, - 2g
a calibration can be produced for both Le., hk=h
variometers. Since the T.E. \lariometer shows the rate

Test 3 is a check on the total energy set- of change of hk+h, it will in fact show the
lUp. For this test the pitot line is dis- rate of change of 2h, or more simply, twice
connected from the test rig, which is now the rate of change of h.
fed only into the static system while the (I am sure this is all painfully obvious and
pitot line is left open to atmosphere. The could be written in about two lines but I
effect of this is to produce an apparent had to write it to prove it to myself!)
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I T is difficult to think about writing this (3) Inability to fly the glider well enough
page when on hohday lookmgover the to make a properly controlled

pale blue North Atlantic-calm for the first approach. .
time for ten days. 'The most interesting part
of weathering a gale in a caravan perched on (4) Having the glider damaged by unseen
the cliff top is that one has' a superb holes or obstructlions. (Note: Such
opportunity to watch gulls, and buzzards, impedimenta will usually be seen and
soaring. If only it were possible to arrange ,av.oided by an experienced cross-
demonstrations of such beautifully con- ,country pilot.)
trolled flying to those pupils who think that Now, landing in field's is an essential part
gliders are kept aloft by sheer physical of gliding, and the ability to teach pilots
strength! how to do this properly is the responsibility

This part of North ])ev.on, Morthoe and of every instructor. Most clubs today have
Woolacombe, would be a good place to good soaripg gliders, and pilots want to do
explore with a Silver C standard expedition. more cross-country flying; it is, therefore,
There should be good and constant hill lift es,sential that much more ,effort is made to
over the hills above the 21 mile long teach people to land properly in fields. To
Woolacombe beach, and often in the early begin with, no instructor can do this until
evening there are rather surprising cumulus he has himself landed in several different
formations along the west-faCing coastline fields under varying conditions, no matter
when the sun is low. At the end of June and what his book learning.
early July this cumulus has been observed
up to 8,000 ft. or higher. Apart from the Second]y, pupils need more than a verbal
excellent surfing laid on for such a gliding briefing if they are to be traille<! effectively,
expedition, there is a Lycorning Auster with as against picking their experience up out of
a hook at Chivenor, as well as a met. hedges and ditches.
station. (Puffin Ae.ro ClUb, Braunt,on 435.) Surely the winter, and not the summer, is

I am not just rambling rather vaguely the time to go in for organised field landing
about holidays. There is some purpose to training. Borrow a new field from a farmer,
this suggestion of expeditions to new places. and send future cross-country pilots into it,
The National Championships showed up a either from aere-tow or from the top of the
certain inability to land in fields and bring slope lift. Then, a few weeks later, do it all
back a whole glider every time. Even in over again with a more difficult field. And
proportion to the number of field landings so on. Have an instructor in the field to
too many gliders were broken. Broadly, watch and comment on each pupil's efforts.
damage when landing a glider in a field Training of this s9rt should go a long way
occurs in the following ways:- towards helping pilots to avoid unnecessary

(I) Getting too low over bad landing breakages. At least, it will tend to dis-
country, or leaVing the thought of courage the annual hibernation of many
landing until the glider is so low that Olympia pilots, who reappear blinking in
there is little or no choice of field. the spring sunshine and expect to be

allowed to soar into the distance on the first
(2) Inability to assess the field conectly,. cumulus.
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THE ADVENTURES OF JOE

A T last Joe was getting on with his
training, although every time he started

to make up his log book he got muddled as
to whether the total of 40 somethings was
circuits or instructors.

Soon after he had given up counting, as
he had lost his log book, he was having some
dual in the club's Advanced Two-Seater, a
tandem affair with gull wings and a deep
dark hole at the back for the instructor to
sit in. loe was to be taught stalls. "To
recov~," qlme a muffled voice from the
back, "pUSh the stiGk forward until you feel
pressure on it-then return to level flight."
loe did this, shut in his perspex canopy, and
although the whole glider was large and
stra.nge, the formula seemed to work.

Later that day, it was loe's turn to fly
the solo Mark 1. "You were taught stalls
this morning with what's 'is name," said
the instructor i/c, "so go and do one now by
yourse'1f."

Jce climbed well on the launch and got
750 ft. .

He stalled.
He pushed the stick forward, but no

pressure was felt; so, being an obedient
youth, he continued to obey.

Another pupil heard a shrieking noise.
"Oh, look," he said, "Ioe's flying upside
down."

And so he was-at 350 ft.
Somehow Ice felt something must be

wrong, although he .had done exactly what
he was told. Suddenly he took fright, and
clutched tbe stick to his tummy. So sur
prising; tbere was loe, with just enough
height for a qwck flat turn and if landing
beside the instructor ilc, who was looking
rather pale.

"Is something wrong?" asked loe.
"Please, I only did what I was told."

A.W.

NEW INSTRUCTORS
E. J. Robinson, Royal Naval G.S.A.,

July 1957.
B. G. Qunter, Royal Naval G.S.A.,

August 1917 (Provisional).

Dr. Machin laking luncheon - Camphill
1954

KEN MACHIN
C.F.I.-CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY GLIDING CLUB

three-dimensional travel early in life by
riding on top of a mine-cage. His father was
a mining engineer. In 1944, as a (very)
Junior Scientific Officer Somewhere Near
Malvern, he pushed around scenery (for
revues), buttons (for stage lighting), and
actors (illuminated by same) for the Estab
lishment's Theatrical Society. It certainly
m:ver occurred to him to climb the Malvern
Hills-I dQubt if he consciously saw them.
Then he read "Soaring Flight," aDd that, in
the language of the modern cross-country
was the Turning Point. '

Two years later, he joined the Cambridge
Club-he was studying sunspots at the time.
Almost on the day he joined, he found a
Very. Seni?r Instructor (aged 19) experi
mentlOg with an Angle of Attack Indicator
made of glass tube and f1u.oroscien. The
Very Junior Pupil saved him in t'he nick of
time from allowing tbe fluoroscieo to creep
into the A.S.L capsule. Thence flows Ken's
reputation for green fingers with instru-

I T is no coincidence that the hero of "The ments, for tact, and for being a good
Card" was a man called Machin. committee man.
The present incumbent (Ken) started In 1950 he became C.F.l. of the Club
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after an extraordinarily small nu mber of
flying hours. Nevertheless, he has held
down the job ever since.

The B.G.A. has had a Co-ordjnato~ of
Radio for some time, but until 1952 the job
was for Machin one of virtual self
integration. In Ap'ril 1952, his lone voice
crying in the wilderness was joined by
aoother at 5,000 ft. and 30 miles away,
saying "Jolly good shoW, Ken, it works!"
Since it happened to be the voice of Lome
Welch, this meant that Radio Had Arrived.

Few people in Glid,ing except the cogno
scenti are familiar with the Test Groups,
and in particular with No. 2. It exists,
nevertheless, and Ken is its prophet. It is
said that the performance tests of the Sky
(for which he '¥as largely responsible~ set a
new standard: In truth there had prevJously
been no standard. Furthermore, despite
furious arguments with olher members of
the Group and with Sling, he produced a
masterly &eport on the tests which has the
dislinction of being. incomprehensible to all
except ils author. Reference may be made
to articles in SAlLPLANI:: AND GUDING under
his pseudonym of "K, E. Machin, M.A,
pn.D., A.M.LE.E." for comparison. For
lighter reading, the articles under bis usual
name are to be preferred.

"Si'" said Sir Christopher Wren, "monu
mRJltllm reqlliris, circumspice". Ken's
monument as a telephone engineer is a
rapioLy-disappearing slot 6 ins. deep by
t in. wide by 2t miles long round Cam
bridge Airport, dug with a Machin Mole
Plough, and containing a variety of a.c. and
d.c. voltages, all working simultaneQusly on
one pair of wires. As a physicist, Ken finds
his niche in the Zoological Laboratory,
Cambridge.

Withal, he succeeded for years in keeping
On the roads-even as far as Council
Meetings at Londonderry HOllse-Malcolm
Ill, the most disreputable car in Gliding.
Now Malcolm is no more (and Qot before
time) and is replaced by a pre-war Lancia,
to the delight of his son Gonion, whose
grandfather once lived in Trieste.

One day, the fruits of Ken's labours will
be lligh honours, and he will have 10 design
himself a Coat of Arms. He cannot do
better than to take for the motto a passage
from the Lancia's instruction book: "In
caso negativo, provedere con mezzi di
forruna."-If the device doesn't work, any
convenient botch will serve.

L.A.

R.A.F. TEAM
PAY TRIBUTE TO

VENNER
ACCUMULATORS
AT LASHAM

From: Ai' Commodore G. J. C. Paul,
C.B.• D.F.C.• Vice-Presidellt Royal
Air Force Gliding and Soaring
Association.

Dear Sir,
Jam wtiting /'0 thank you on Iu.hu/f

of Ihe Royal Air Force Gliding and
Souring A'SsociuJion for Ih~ loan of the
two sUrer-zinc balter/es [or fhe NUlional
Champiollships u.t Lu3iJam..; As yuu may
know the R.A.F. team achieved :i"oml! l'ery
satis!a<.tory tesulrsillcludlllg a learn award
-the Pan;..Am'(!rican A.iT~'ays Trap/w.

You wif} be pleased to irO/~ that our
two 101' 'competitors were using flight
instruments powered by your bat/cries
and DUI' Successes therefore, are in no
small measure due 1.0 the excellence
of your eqqipmelll and 10 your
generosity in 10ani111: them to liS.
(siglled) G. J. C. Paul.

Venn~ lightweight silver-zinc aC.cumulalOrs arc
io'staUed in leadinll sailplanes for deiving the borizoD
and directional gyro and for radio transmission.
They have proved tbeir worth in International
Gliding Championships.

\fEINEI
ACCUMULATORS

Write/or lull de/ails a"d brochure SGIA

VENNER ACCUMULATORS LTD
Kingslon By-Pass, New Maiden, Surrey

Auocioted Companies: ~
Venner Limited Vennu f:lectronic. Limik4 ~
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BOOK REVIEW
Cloud Study: by F. H. LUDLAM, D.Le., F.R.Met.S. and R. S. SCORER,

M.A., Ph.D., F.R.Met.$. To be published by John Murray, London, on
21st October 1957. Price 12s. 6d.

M OST poblishedcollections of.cloud photographs have been pr~uced by amat~urs. who
have observed clouds meltculollsly but pIcked up the physIcs of the: subject from

scientists who have never had the patience to watch an indjvidual cloud through its life
history.

How different is this book,! Dr. Scorer and Mr. Ludlarn have made spectacular
advances in our knowledge of cloud physics and behaviour in the last few years. much of it
in coLlaboration with glider pilots, whom so many earlier "experts" would not deign to
consult. The result is an exceptionally up-to-date book which every glider pilot should
study, beqiuse the information can be found nowhere else collected into a single volume.
It consists of an introductory dissertation on cloud physics followed by collection of 74
cloud photographs, four of them coloured, and each accompani d by ail explanatory
lecturette, showing, how to apply the physical principles of the introduction to real clouds.

The photographic section is drawn from sources ranging from the classics of Clarke
and Cave to Charles Brown of the present day. with R.A.F. aerial photos and one by Betsy
Woodward from a glider at 21,000 ft. Perhaps the most magnificent photograph of all is
No. 63, showing a curved wall of cumulo-nimbus surrounding the "eye" of a hurricane like
the sides of a huge saucepan.

The familiar cQSfellaf/ls cloud has been changed by the authors to ca.sfellan/ls. They
are philologically rigbt: only the [alter word is to be found in a Lat:in dictionary; but it
means "relating to a castle". The Latin for "castellated" is given as furril/l.s.

A. E. SLATER.

PUBLICATION 21st OCTOBER

Prepared under the auspices of the
Royal Meteorological Society

CLOUD STUDY
A PICTORIAL GUIDE

By F. H. Lud1am and R. S. Scorer
D.LC.• F,R. Mel..S. M.A., Ph.D., F.R.Mel..S.

Foreword by R, C. SUTCLIFFE. O.B.E., Ph.D., F.R.S.

President of the Royal Meteorological Society

This, is a neW and authoritative g.uide, suitable for the novice yet indispen
sahle also to the more expert reader. It is 1Jle work of two authors who
have taken a leading part in tbe post-war research which has 50 greatly
improved <mt understanding of clouds.. It is illustrated by 73 photographs
(sill; in full colour), each accompanied by a full descriptive caption.

Size 91 X 6} ins. 80 pages 12£. 6d. net

JOHN MURRAY, 50 ALBEMARLE STREET, W.l
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INADVERTENT EXPORT
by Commander Tony Goodhart

(The author's crossing of the English Channel was only the fifth to be made by soaring flight)

strength. Therefore when I set course
north in one of those horrible downdraughts
one always meets when one least wants
them, I quickly found myself not making.
much headway at all, while the altimeter
unreeIed at an alarming rate. Had I had
Tony Deane-Drummond's gliding angle
calculator I would probably have been
happier-but I hadn't-and I made a
hurried decision to go back to my thermal
rather than to go swimming, and try fOJ;
better height; it must have been the
thermal's dying gasp which took me to
5,000 ft.-and no higher. This time there
was nothing for ,it but to turn south and
hope that the French "plage" was more
landable on than the "white cliffs". Tbe
French coast was easily visible, though
some way off, but the gliding angle with the
wind and withollt the downdraught seemed
a lot healthier. Calculation from the Per

TUESDAY, 11th June, was clearly going to
be more than averagely good; the 0755

forecast offered N.W. winds with variable
c1our! (the B.RC's "general public'" version
of four to six-eighths cumulus) so Nick and
I set out from home at Inkpen for Lasham,
di$Cussing on the way what flight to try. As
there seemed a good chance of the wind
swinging North during the afternoon, we
agreed that an out-and"return to Dover and
back might be possible.

As Nick definitely had to be back at his
Air Station that evening, he very sponingly
suggested that I should attempt the flight in
his Skylark 3. We reached Lasham at 09.20
and the Goodhart organisation (see
GLIDING" Summer 1952 issue, page 65) went
straight into action, so that by 10.00 Nick
was towing me off behind his Auster.

I let go' in good lift near B'lsingstoke
under a growing cumulus in!O which I went
to check the horizon, turn-and-slip, etc.
all well. Cloud base was a bit low to start
with, about 3,000 ft. a.s.1., but tbe whole
sky was boiling ch€erfully and there was no
difficulty in gl)lin.g from beneath one cloud
to the next, and by the time I got to Dover
at 12.30 cloud base had gone up to 5,000 Ft.
'There had been a considerable cross-wind
component which needed watching, but I
found I could keep on, or at any rate near,
course fairly easily. Except for the first
twenty and last twenty miles to Dover the
route lay continuously in various airways or
the London Control Zone so I dutifully
flew in V.M.C. (I trust everybody knows
what that means: I only heard of it the
other day), and noted a variety of airliners
ploughing in amongst the cumuli.

Having declared Dover as my turning
po.int, I tlad to take its photograph before
starting back and ,this I did (twice) from
4,000 odd feet. I eaught a thermal a few
miles west of Dover on my way back and
took. it into cloud, where I must have spent
rather longer than I should, for, to my
considerable consternation, I found myself
rather more than several miles out to sea
south Of Folkestone. It appears that the
wind had" unnQticed by me, swung right
round to the north and increased in
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Avia barograph afterwards gives a still air to go right in amongst the Paris Control
gliding angle of about 1:35. Zone and attendant jlirways, so decided to

Abol:lt half.way across I realised that the go on and hope for the best.
large and aPP<lrenUY active CU., which I had On my way down from 11,000 ft" at
thought was over France, was in fact. a few about 14.40, I found myself in a snow storm
miles back over the Channel towards me. which turned to rain when I got below
I flew into its side and soon struck good lift freezing level. It then became apparent that
which quickly took me to 9,;000 ft., with I had caugl1t up with the rain area that had
the result that, having left Dover at 5,000 ft., plagued Southern England on Whit
I crossed the French coast near Cap Oris Monday and that I could. hope for no more
Ne2; at 8,500 ft.! Having burnt my boats in thermals.
going across, this great height was too good F'1'om the height in hand, about 6,500 ft.,
to be thrown away and I decided to' go on in I could have glided another 50 miles, but it
a generallY south to south-easterly direction didn't, seem worth plodding 01} with no
with 500 kms. in mind. hope of making 500 kms. (consultation

The weather over France WaS very afterwards of a suitable map showed that
different from that over England-great St. Diner was my target) and there was
towering eu., very low cloud base about another small matter in mind. Where was
2,500 ft., ,and a lot of showery rain. Lift in 11 Having been in and out of cloud and
the ,cu. was excellent though somewhat well above cloud base since crossing the
turbulent, and. I stayed well above cloud coast, I had not had a chance to fix my
base for nearly two hours rc:aehing I r,000 position since Cap Oris Nez.
ft. on one occasion and achieving over Rather to my surprise I was able quickly
700 f.p.m. rate of climb on several to locate myself as being over Arras-I wish
occasions. English t,owns would copy the French habit

I could see that I was gradually catching of writing their names in large letters, on the
up a blanket of medium cloud, and con· roofs of prQminent buildings.
sidered trying to go south round it, but it In order to minimise, "nausea" with the
stretched south west and I would have had French authorities, I decided to make fot'
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Lille-Lesquins, which I knew to be a
customs airport. However, the wind close
to the rain area had freshened considerably
and swung more northwards, so that my
feet unreeled by the thousand while we made
a very few miles to the north. We passed
Vitry at 3,000 ft., but it became apparent
that we were not going to reach LilIe, and
after a couple of unsatisfactory attempts to
gain height in patchy lift, we settled on
Vitry-en-Artois airfield just five and a
quarter hours after releasing at Basingstoke.

The airfield at Vitry is used by the Douai
Flying Club and little else, but it has a care
taker who advanced upon me with much
talk of regulations and insisted on ringing
the gendannerie before I was allowed to
ring Lasham. There seems to be a hoodoo
on telephones at Gliding Centres when calls
from away landings are expected. The
Lasham lines were first of a.lt said to be
engaged and then out of order, and it was
not until nearly one-and-a-half hours after
landing that I got my message through. By
this time I was involved in making a state
ment to the gendarmerie.

"Is it that you have the need for an
interpreter?"

"Is your interpreter young and beauti
ful'?"

"No, she wears glasses and has a mous
tache."

"I have not the need for an interpreter!"
By the time the statement was completed

and the caretaker's wife had filled me with
eggs and vin ordilloire, the sky had cleared
and it was once again a glorious gliding day
with towering cu. away to the west.

brake gaps in the wings and under the seat
and even unwrapping my barley sugars to
make sure they were barley sugars. One of
the more bawdy members of the Douai
Aero Club, to whom I had explained the
use of the various panaceas, suggested tbat
the douanier had better taste the contents of
the h.w.b.-but he wasn't all l/raJ a dumb
douanier!

When this was all over, the Captain of
the Douane officially informed me that my
aircraft would be impounded and placed
under guard until he received orders from
higher authority, but that I had freedom
within a radius of ten kilometres.

After hangaring the Skylark, I was taken
in hand by the Aero Club and wined and
dined in no mean fashion, and then put up
at the best hotel in Douai. I was not even
allowed to consider that I was completely
franeless.

Next morning the Captain of the Douane
advanced upon the hotel at 06.30 to make
sure that 1 hadn't eluded him, and after
breakfast we .all, Douanerie,. Gendarmerie,
Police de L'Air (who had been left out ·of
the fun the night before), Aero Club, etc.,
foregathered at Vitry and got the Skylark
out and lined up nicely in time for Derek
Goddard to arrive in brother Nick's Auster.

The Captain of the Douane had excelled
himself in having convinced his superior
authority that all was in order, and even
obtained special authority for Vitry to be a
Customs Airport from 11.00 to 12.00 so that
the Auster could clear customs straight back
to Lympn.e (much to Derek's disgust-he
had hoped to fill up with cognac).

At Lympne there was some djscussion
with the customs as to a suitable procedure.
At one time they seemed inclined to rum a
blind eye, but then decided to seek advice
from a bigger and better "Customer," with
the result that I had to complete a form
headed "Re-importation of Merchandise",
sub para (h), which demanded "Reason for
re-importation". The best answer I could
think of was the titJe of this article: "In
advertent export."

Soon afterwards a "Black Maria"-or
rather a grey one-drew up alongside the CHAMPIONSHIPS FILM
Skylark and a posse of no less than ten
douaniers rumbled out of it to surround me, A colour film of the 1957 National
the Skylark and anybody else who happened Championships (16 mm. silent, running 18
to be handy_ They proceeded to search the lllinutes) is now available for hire from the
glider with some care, peering into the dive- British Gliding Association.
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CONDER STEEL BUILDINGS

A typical standard building. Length 300 It. Span 100 It..

We manufacture standard and special purpose buildings of

advanced design. Our technical skill and service are second to nonc.

ILLustrated booklet with useful data on costing, roofing matAlrials and

insulation sent on request.

(0 NDERE NGIN EE RI NG (0. LTD.

WIN CHEST ER, HANT S.

JEt: WINCHESTER 5095
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Gliding Certificates
DIAMOND FOR ALTITUDE

No. Name School Dale
308 A.. H. Warminger No. 611 Gliding School, A.T.C. 9.6.57

DIAMONDS FOR GOAL FUGHT
No. NaJ/re Club Dal,e
219 J. K. Mackenzie Surrey Gliding Club 15.5.57
220 E. H. 'F. Burditt Salisbury Gliding Club, S. Rhodesia 9.2.57
221 J. e. Neilan Surrey Gliding Club 23.6.57
222 J. Tweedy Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club 11.6.57
223 D. M. Kaye Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club 23.6.57

GOLD C CERTIFICATES
Date of

No. Name Club or School Completion
24 H. F. Bmditt Salisbury Gliding Club, S. Rhodesia 9.2.57
25 J. K. Mackenzie Surrey Gliding Club 3.6.57
26 J. Tweedy Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club 28.6.57
27 A. H. Warrninger No. 611 Gliding School, A.T.e. 9.6.57
28 A. A. J. Sanders Army Gliding Club 26.6.57
29 D. M. Kaye Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club 23.6.57

SaNER C CERTIFICATES
Da/eof

No. Name Club or School Completion
646 T. R. Beasley Surrey Gliding Club 31.5.57
647 J. Delafield R.A.F. Craowell GLiding Club 2.6.57
648 R. B. Rea RAF. CranwelI Gliding Club 4.5.57
649 RI. Tarver Coventry Gliding Club 2.6.57
650 e. D. Thompson Cambridge University Gliding Club 25.5.57
651 F. D. Cretney R.A.F. Windrushers Gliding Club 1.6.57
652 e. F. Rogers RAF.G.S.A. Four Counties Gliding Club 5.6.57
653 R. Goldney R.A.F. Oldenburg Gliding Club 2.6.57
654 A. D. Purnell Cambridge University Gliding Club 11.6.57
655 S. R. Gregg Coventry Gliding Club 11.6.57
656 A. MacDonald London Gliding Club 1.6.57
657 D. J. Cunningham Coventry Gliding Club 10.6.57
658 e. W. Turner R.AF. Wessex Gliding Club 5.6.57
659 M. e. Ginn R.A.F. Cranwell Gliding Club 11,6.57
660 R. P. Sell Cambridge University Gliding Club 2.6.57
661 J. B. B. Johnston Natl. Aeron. Establmt. Aero Club 15.6..57
662 R. e. H. Barber Army Gliding Club 12.6.57
663 W. R. Longley R.A.F. Wessex Gliding Club 17.6.57
664 G. E. Bunon Imperial College Gliding Club 15.5.57
665 G. F. Fisher Bristol Gliding Club 11.6.57
666 H. R. Dimock R.A.F.G.S.A. Wessex G.e. 5.6.57
667 M. C. Fairman London Gliding Club 26.6.57
668 G. N. Dixoo R.A.F. Wahn Gliding Club 30..6.57
669 G. N. Roberts Midland Gliding Club 23.6.57
670 J. L. Bayley R.A.F.G.S.A Windrushers Gliding Club 26.6..57
671 R. J. Arbon London Gliding Club 1.7.57
672 M. S. Goodfellow Empire Test Pilots' School 11.6.57
673 R. J. Cockbum Empire Test Pilots' School 25.6.57
674 G. e. Wilkinson Empire Test Pilots' School 2M.57
675 A. Bowman Empire Test Pilots' School 23.6.57
676 K. Rutter Taken in Czechoslovakia
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No. Name Club or School Dale of
CompleOon

677 P. Collier Bristol Gliding Club 5.5.57
678 P. R. Hampton Surrey Gliding Club 2.6.51
679 K. R. Aldridge Bristol Gliding Club 9.7.57

C CERTIFICATES
Gliding Club Gliding Club Gliding Cll/b

Nam~ 0' A.T.e. School Nam~ 0' ,4.1'.<;:. School Name or A.T.C. School

W. R. P.Tho'burn Poona C. W. Robson Windrushe.... ]. Ell'is Oxford
C. D. Thompson S.A, Canada G. A. Elli. Windrushen W. Anderson Surrey
J. D. N. Kettle Cambridge G. Bell Perkins A. J. Smith Oxford
W. J. Provins Yorkshire J. R. La.wren"" GUtenloh M. J. Penton Avro
M. J. It. Lindsay Kent K. W. Woolley Mi<lJand D. G. MugetlS RAF Gutenloh
P. H. C. Eyers Cambridge J. B. Hcarn Surrey S. G. W. Reynuld.J. B. Sidgwiek Surrey H. C. Riddle Derbyshire .& Northampton
W.1. Lewandowski Lancashire O. Ho Smitoh RAPeranwell

Polish A.F. C. C. PowJancl Perkins G. C. Stacey AI:I1lYA. G. Smith Surrey R. J. Cockbum Empire Test R. M. Ward No. 632 G.S.G. R. Hea...e)' Bristol Pilots·Seh.
R. N. Tunc Derbyshire" A. Bowman' Empire Te.st L. 'Collins London

Lancashire Pilots' SCh. G. M. Sed' Smith Amty
J. Broadh,;rsl Derbyshire" G. C. Wilkinson Empire Test M. J. Baker No. 621 O.S.

Lancashire Pilots·Seh. T. H. Cleev.c·Evans
A.M. West London M. S. 'Goodfellow Empire Test R..N.. OaenceDck
G. E. Bunon Imperial ColL Pilots' Se/1. P. M. Sleby RAF
D. J. Woodman Empire Tesl K. C. Moore CoIl. of Aen). MoonrakeTl

Pi!ois J. A. Chehayeb H.C. HawkiJ1ge E. G. Morris 1.ofWight
R. V. S. Oardiner NQ. 6340.5.. p. K. Birkett Derbyshite " J. G. Ht!me No. 642 a.s.
S. Archer Derbyshire &' Lancashire J. S. Rymill Handley Page

Lancashire M. J. F. Shaw RA,F Cranwell J. E. Bradley Avro
D. W. Pearl RAF We..e,,- K. RUller Czechoslovakia R. W. So=scal~s
L. Cheeseman Surrey T. G. WByiTiouth RAF 'Four RAF
M. Kane RAF Wessex Countit! Windrushtn
A. B.. BJake Gamecock P.. R. Hampton Surrey. A.I. Madean RAF
P. H. Dnis No. 632 a.s. M. J. C. Wrillht ,Su.rrey Moonrake..
G. W. Matthews No. 6240.5. R. GreJlvil!e No. 611 G.S. C. D. Hickey RAF
1. W. Straehan RAF Cranwell 11. R. Eggins RAF Windrushcn
J. N. Williams No. 634 O.S. Moonrakers B. G. Ward Coil. of.Aeto.
1. H. ll. Robins No. 611 a.s. G. Van Leni B.A.O.ll.. G. F. Pyne RAP
F. D. Crelney Windrushers I:lamcJin WindrJIshen
P. Ward 1. ofWight M. G. Hole Handley Page A. A.. D. Home R.N. Fulmar
D. Lowe Oxford P.1. Hart RC. Hawl<inge B. A. Holder RAF
T. G. B. Hobbis Surrey Jot. R. Aldridge Bristol Wildenrath
D. W.Chell Coventry R. B. Janes Handley Page D. R. Parkinson Nimbus
A. E. Peters Portsmouth R. A. H. Walker RAF P. J. Tapsfield Derbyshire &<

Naval Wildenrath Lancashire
C. M. Shippam Midland A. J. Chalkley Kent c.'G. Wray No. 642 a.s.
D. A. Dobson Coventry D. E. Roberts Midland & Midland
S. W. Hiekson Perkins Sports B. A. Finch London D. E. Foster Souihdown

Assn. J. J. Clarke London F. G. Bentley RAF FenIand
J. F. Osgathorp SurTOY D. G. Stafford RAFWabn E. Tay!or RAFWahn
L. G. G. Smith Nimbus (2nd J. Bailey Midland B. W. Farrow RAF GUte.nloh

T.A.F.) C. F. Knol!)'s Oxford K. L. Nitoles Oxford

THIS GLIDING
transfers his label back to the starting time
he originally wanted."

Retrieving party, passing a church,
noticed a "Wayside PuLpit" board with the
following welcome message.: "VERY FEW
OF us GET DIZZY BY DOING TOo MANY
GOOD TURNS."

Those Champs
ComIX:titor overheard ,explaining to

V.l.P. how the staTting-board works:
"Pundit finds .all starting-times booked
around the time he wants to start; so hangs
his label on a starting time an hour or .so
later. Whereupon all the others, thinking
'pundit knows best,' take up their labels
and hang them around his. Pundit then

* * •
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Painful
"HER SOAR FEAT."-"Lincolllshire

Daily Echo": headline 10 reporl of Anne
Burns's Channel crossing.

Local enlightenment
Perranporth taxi-driver delivering course

member:-"I den knaw 'bout any gliden
all they du es tu git up jest fur tu drop that
there parshute-durn near sayme place
every toime tu."-From Cornish Gliding
(and Flying) Club.

"Yes, please."
"Was that 'yes' you saidT'
"Yes, please."
After staying up for a fUrTher half-houT

and doing the odd loop to celebrate, he
landed back.

A few days later, an elderly relative of his
was beard to remark: "Huh! Something
different from the bunch of flowers, clasped
hands and bended knees that young men
used in my day."

On Course
The member of the Kent Gliding Club

who, while flying around Detling, pro
posed to a girl in a car down below, with
whom he was in radio contact, has already
received publicity in a London daily paper.
Since many readers will have seen this over
dramatised account, it is only fair that we
should give them the correct version, which
we are glad to do here by permission of tbe
pilot:-

On 13th July, on a local soaring flight, he
was reporting at regular intervals over the
R.T. to the girl, who was in the car witb one
or two others. After being airborne for half
an hour, he asked her if she was alone in the
car, and she replied "Yes". He asked again:
"Are you sure?" and she shooed the
assembled company out. After that it went
something like this:-

"Red Sky to Mobile: will you marry
me?"

Deadly silence.
"Red Sky to Mobile: do you read?"
Pause ... "5 by 5."
"I said, will you marry meT'

•

•

•

•

•

•

Club:

FlyinC Club:

Cardiff Aeroplane Club.

lub:

IRVINf~ CHUTES

TO

I RVI N

Gliding Club;

Cambridge University Gliding

Furness Gliding Club; leice

Gliding Club;

Club; Derby

Redhill Flying

Hampshire School

I N CL U DIN G Newcastl

SUPPLIED

ICKNIELD WAY LETCHWORTH HfRTS
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Ail'6T/lu",~nl' with "",iltana ,hQuld b~ unt la CMiran Pr~<s Ltd., 3, Cark SI., London, W.I. (REGenJ (677)
R:Jtt 6d_~rword. Minim!J1J2 7/6d. Bo~ n~Tlberf 2s.~xtra.RefJfiesto Box numb~rsshould be sent to the same.address.

PUBLICATIONS

"AUSTRALIAN GLIDING" - monthly
journal of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Editor, AlIan Ash. Subscription
30 shillings Australian, 24 shillings Sterling
or 3.50 dollars U.S. and Canada. Write for
free sample copy. "Australian Gliding",
Mineside Post Office, Mount Isa, Queens
land, Australia.

THE METEOROLOGICAL MAGAZINE
has for s\;venty years been the authoritative
source of information for those whose inter
ests demand a knowledge of weather. It is
yours for the modest annual subscription of
29s. including postage. Published monthly
by Her Majesty's Stationery Office, price
2s. 3d. (post 2d.) from the Government
Bookshops or through any bookseller.

"SOARING"-Official organ of the Soar
ing Society of America..Edited by R. C.
Forbes. British Gliding Champion 1951.
Obtainable from Soaring Society ofAmerica,
Inc., Post Office Box71, Elmira, N.Y. Apply
to your Post Office for a cWTency form.

"MODEL AIRCRAFf"-Official Journal
of the Society of Model Aeronautical
Engineen. Features contest winning model
designs, constructional articles, photo
graphs and reports of international and
national contests. 1/6 monthly from any
newsagent. Send for specimeo. copy free
from "Model Aircraft", 19-20 Noel Street,
London, W.1.

KEEN ON BOATINGTOO? Read LIGHT
CRAFT and get the most from your hobby.
All the gen on sailing, cruising, hydro
planing, canO(ing. Is. 6d. monthly all
newsagents; Is. 8d. (inc. post) direct from
Dept. SG, Link House, Store Street,
London, W.c.!.

SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime and
a typical phase of ·aeromodelling. Read
about this and other aerornodelling subjects
in AEROMODELUR, the world's leading model
magazine, published monthly, price 1/6d.
MODEL AERONAUTICAL PRESS LTD., 38
Clarefidon Road, Watford, Herts.

PUBLICATIONS

"TRITON". The official journal of the
British Sub-Aqua Club, and the magazine
devoted to all underwater activitjes. Pub
lished every other month, send for leaflet
or 10/6 for a year's subscription to 16 Bev
.crley Gardens, London, S.W.I3.

~OR SALE

AIRCRAFT TABLE MODELS Scale 1 :
50. High-class finish, varnished in either
natural wood or ivory. The base is rect
angular with a stylised cloud. All. types of
sailplane cost only 8.50 DM. Flugzeui
Modellbau Werner Reuss, Gottinaen,
Fliederweg 4, West Germany.

RHONBUSSARD Trailer and spare parts
for sale. Offers considered. SulIivan, 44
Londsale Road, Oxford.

SKYLARK Il SAILPLANE-fully
equipped, recerrtly resprayed, current C of
A. Complete with aluminium covered
trailer. £1000. J. H. Hickling, 66 Pargeter
Road, Smethwick, 41, Staffs.

SOCIETIES

BRITISH INTERPLANETARYSOCIETY
12 Bessborough Gardens, London, S.W.I.
Full particulars of membership, together
with a programme. of lectures, film shows,
etc. in London and other towns obtainable
on ~equest. Annual Subscr.iption £1 11 6,.
Entrance fee 10/6.

WANTED

MEDIUM performance sailplane wanted,
preferably with instruments, C of A. Prob
ably required around January, Box 30.

PI:RSONAL

B PILOT removing West Kilbride seeks
contact any addicts view to gliding Ayrshire
district, Box 29.
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Leaflets on request to:

Cobb-Slater Instrument Co., Ltd.
'''Cosim'' Works, Darley Dale, Matlock.

'Phone: Darley Dale 2138

COSIM VARIOMETERS
were used by a II countries competing in the
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 1954
in England, and were also used on all British
machines in the Championships in Spain which
gained 1st, 3rd, 9th & 11 th in a field of 39 single
seaters.

THE

•
rh" old"st and

largest offi(f! s!,<:cializing in

Civil Aviation

COMPANY LIMITED

HEAD OFFICE

3·4 LIME STREET,
LONDO'N, E.C.3

British Aviation
Insurance

Telephone: Mansion House '0.... .4, (6 lines)

~ror
~''la''...

per tub" 3/6

" IRVING" TYPE
TOTAL E.NERGY VENTURI

"COSIM"
WATER TRAPS & NOSE PITOTS

"COOK" COMPASS

·'Bos.tik' is a ug;st~rwI

Irad"''''rk 01:-
8. B. Ch.mica/·Co·, Lld.,
Ulur.croll Ro""-.
uic~st~r.
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Glider Maintenance-3
by R.. C. Stafford-Alien

(a). WRONG

GLUES AND TIMBER REPAIRS

ALL the wooden parts of a glider are held
together by some sort of glue, so we

might well begin this chapter with a dis
sertation on glues and their properties.
First, let us realise that a properly made
glued joint is actually stronger than the
wood that it is holding together. This is true
of all Approved glues and, of course, you
must use no other. This means, that if you
make a test joint, and then tear it apart after
the glue has set, the joint will not break in
the glue line but will tear away the wood
fibres from one side of the joint.

Now, to get this strength from a glue
joint the glue has got to be used properly.
Glue lJl1lstalways be used in shear, and
never in tension. Fig. 3 should make this
cleaT. ..

r~.RIGHT

Fig. 3

In Fig. 3(a) the glue line is in tension, i.e.
is tending to be tom apart, and ajoint made
like this is hopelessly weak. In Fig. 3(b) the
jointed pieces of wood are not so much
being torn apart, but more trying to slide
one o~r the other. The glue line is in shear
and its strength is enormous. Also plc;ase
note that in the latter method we can make
the area of the glue surface as big as we like
by making the slope shallower and therefore
longer.

Glue must always get right down at the
wood, so the joints must really fit properly
before gluing up. Equally important. the
wood surfaces must be dean, and this does
not simply mean scraping off any paint. It
means that, after sanding the surfaces, you
must not touch them even with clean hands.
The perspiration from even clean fingers will
be left on the joint and the oiliness will
interfere with the proper penetration of the
glue. Lastly, the joint must be so 'held or
clamped so that no movement is possible
IInti! the glue has set.

Aircraft glues, in the U.K. at any rate, are
of two main types; Casein Glues and
Synthetic Resin Glues.

Casein Glue is a white powder and is
made from milk by a chemical process.
Mixing instructions are always included
with the powder and should always be
followed exactly, since the different makes
of glue have slightly different mixing tech
t,1iques. A typical mixing methO<i is; mix
the powder and cold water to a thick creamy
consistency, allow to stand for 20 mins. and
the glue is ready for use. Three hours (or
sometimes four, depending on the make of
glue) after mixing, the batch must be thrown
away and a new batch miXed. Casein glue
does not simply dry out like a gum, but it
sets by chemical reaction. It is an excellent
glue if properly used. It is Dot "gap tilling".
and in consequence the workmanship and
cleanliness ofsurfaces must be of the highest
order. In use, it is spread evenly over both
surfaces of the joint, which are then
clamped together with as much pressure as
possible, short of damaging the timber
fibres. Setting time varies with different
makes and the ambient temperature, but-is
of the order of 24 hours.

Casein glue is watexproof, but it has one'
serious disadvantage. If it gets wet, it is
liable, being an organic substance, to fungus
attack; and once this starts, the glue joint is
rapidly destroyed. To guard against this,
casein glued aircraft are usually sprayed
internally with a light coat of sheUac.

Casein glue is not much used these days,
but there are quite a number of older gliders
still flying which are casein-glued through
<lUt. In case of repair, it is better to use the
same type of glue as was used in the original
structure, so these machines should be
repaired with casein glue.

The most widely used Synthetic Resin
Glue, in the U.K. a1 any rate, is Aerolite.
This is really a plastic which has been
arrested in its hardening and so remains
liquid. The hardening process can be
started by bringing the glue into contact
with a catalyst or Hardener. In conse
quence, this is what is called a Double
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Aerolite 300 does tend to harden very slowly
and for this reason the store life of the glue
is three months from date of manufacture.
After this period the glue must be thrown
away, or, at any rate, not used for aircraft
work, though it may be quite good enough
for trailer repair and suchlike. The
hardeners have an indefinite store life.

The makers also produce the same glue
in powder form. This is known as Aerolite
306, and when mixed with water, in the
correct proportions, forms Aerolite 300.
The advantage of this is that, in powder, the
glue has a store life of two years, so that
batches ofgive can be mixed up as required.
This is a very convenient way of using
Aerolite, but make sure that the mixing is
done in the correct proportions and that ail
air bubbles are removed from the glue
before use. This may take one or two days
in an airtight jar, or a skin will form on the
surface. This skin will not re-dissolve and
must be removed.

Application Glue. In use, the glue,. a
whitish treacly liquid known as Aerohte
300, is spread evenly on one piece of wood,
and the Hardener, a liquid usually stained
with a dye to assist identilkation, is spread
over the other piece, the surfaces having
been carefully prepared. When all is ready,
the two pieces of wood are brought together
and clamped in position while the hardener
treated surface is still damp. This last point
is most important. The clamping pressure
need not be anything like so great with this
glue; in fact, the best joint is ensured when
the .pressure is only just sufficient to
guarantee that the surfaces are in proper
contact all over the joint. This glue is said
to be gap-filling, but this must not be made
an excuse for inferior workmanship.

setting begins immediately the glue
touches the hardener, so the two must nevcr
come into contact except as above described.
Setting times vary enormously with tem
perature, and, if suitable heat can be
applied, may be reduced to an hour or so.
Times also vary depending on which speed Finally, do keep the glue and hardener
of hardener is used. This is made in three apart at aIL times. If one drop of hardener
speeds, "Rapid" (coloured amber), accidentally spills into the glue pot, that
"Medium" (coloured green), and "Slow" glue is infected and must be thrown away.
(coloured violet). The last two will be Aero Research, Ltd., also make another
found the most useful for glider repairs, and glue known as Aerodux. This is not often
it is a good rule to use the slower hardener come across, but it is an excellent glue.
if you have a choice, since this allows more It is a Synthetic Resin, but has one snag
time for tacking or clamping up. The from our point of view. It is very slow
available times for this are quoted on the setting-in fact, its full strength is not
manufacturer's instructions sheet. These developed until about seven days after the
hardeners can be obtained undyed, or joint is made. Th.is does ~ot ma~ter muc~
colourless, but their use is not recom- from the constructiOnal polOt of VIew, but It
mended. The purpose of the dye is to prove, is a serious drawback when considering
conclusively, that the hardener has been repairs. This glue is a red treacly liquid and
used. The makers of this glue, Messrs. Acro the hardener is a white powder. When
Research, Ltd., of Duxford, Cambridge- required for use, the correct amount of the
shire, supply, with every batch, full in. hardener powder is stirred into the glue.
structions for use, and temperature/setting The glue is then ready for use and r-emains
time tables for the various speeds of usable for a few hours depending on the
hardeners.. When using this glue, some form temperature. This glue is applied to both
of .artificial heating must be used if the surfaces to be joined, and the joint is
temperature is below 40°F. This can usually clamped up in the usual way. This glue has
be quite easily arranged, a favourite method much to recommend it when building a
being to fix ordinary electric light bulbs large component or repairing a spar, since
with some form of reflector around tbe the time element is much less critical.
joint. It is quite surprising wbat a lot of Initial setting is fairly quick-a matter of a
heat can be applied in this way. Hot water few hours, but final hardening to produce
bottles will also be found useful on fulI strength as stated above is rather a
occasions. lengthy business. This glue is used fairly

Being a plastic, the glued joint is un- widely in the manufacture of rotor blades
affected by moisture, f~1;uS .att!ick,or for helicopters, and other high-duty
anything else. However, ID Its IIquJd form, applications.
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AEROLITE
Glues for wood
Specified exclusively by the R.A.F.
during the last twenty years for repairs
to wooden aircraft.

A E ROLl T E 3 0D A liquid win, used with Oll~

of the GB hardeners, as a gap-filling assembly glue.

UnaffeCled by heat, damp or di!1t:l;i~ conlitiom.

a"d"ot attacked by nwulds, fungi or micro-organism •.

-------_._---

A E. ROL.l T E 306 The powder Jorm oJ Aero.il~

300, having the same performance ~vith a lunger
shelf life. Recommended for all wood-to-wool
repairs. Available in 6/- packs including hardmer
through ironmongers, also in 2 lb, 4 lb and 7 lb tins,

Literature, i,w;luding copies of Aero Research Technical
Not~, will gladly be sent on' request.

A~olite is a regisrered trade ".am"

Aero Resear'ch Limited
Dux/ord, Cambridge Telephone: Sawston 2 I 21

AP389
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Slot Cho",l..

In this case the ~tch piece must be of the
same dimensions as the original boom, the
ends must. be chamfered down t.o a slope of
at least 5 to I and the parallel portion of the
patch piece must be at least ten times the
thickness of the original boom. The patch
piece is simply glued into position and
cramped OT clipped until the glue has set.
For this purpose, bulldog clips, OT spring
t.ype clothes pegs, will be found very useful.

This is a very simple and quick repair but
its disadvantages are obvious. We have
made the job heavier, and we have increased
the stiffness of the boom. These disad
vantages are not very important in a small
rq>air of this nat.ure, and the boom is a
comparatively lightly stressed member, so
we can call this a satisfactory repair. Note
t.hat the ends of the patch piece must be
chamfered to avoid t.he sudden change of
stiffness there would otherwise be.

Except on trivial repairs and lightly
stressed members, this system is not good
enough, and we must look for a better way.

This better way is the scad'ed joint, and is
illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5
To make the scarfed joint the two ends of

the pieces of wood are planed, shaved, and
filed down until they fit as shown in the
figure, and then glued. The length of the
scarf must be at lI:ast J2 times the thickness
of the wood, bot should be 15 times if it is
possible to make it so. Never forget that a
long splice is much easier to make than a
short one, and the glued area is corres
pondingly greater so that a better joint
results. A 12 to I scarf, or splice is satis
factory, but the individual scarfs must fit
absolutely perfectly. It is a very good rule

~
C:ck . to make all scarfed joints in solid members

~~ to slope at J5 to I for this reason, and only
use the 12 to I slope if it is absolutely im-

PIotrh possible to use the full length of 15 to 1.
One further point needs a little considera

tion. This is the feather edge, or point of
each scarfed piece. It is clearly vulnerable

. FlgA. . either during the gluing, or later in service.
~I~. 4 shows. a patch repair usmg a lapped. If the member is subjected to any bending
JOint to repaIr the top boom of a wing rib. in the plane of the glue surface, then .any
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Timber Repairs
It will help you enormously if you can

obtain a copy of A.P. 2662A entitled
"Standard Repairs to Airframes". Although
it bears on its cover the statement "Promul
gated for the information of all concerned",
someone has. decreed that this is a "Re
slTicted" publication and cannot be bought
by the public. It may be difficult for
ordinary intelligence to see quite how the
Queen's enemies might benefit by the
possession of this book; but, as we all
know by now, "the man in Whitehall knows
best". However, the British Gliding
Association will probably be able to obtain
a copy for you, provided you can satisfy
them that you are not a lunatic, or an
anarchisL

There are, in this book, many worked-out
schemes for the repair of almost every type
of damage, and if you follow the scheme
appropriate to the job you are repairifig,
you can hardly go wrong.

However, if you cannot obtain a copy of
A.P. 2662A, we had better consider timber
repairs from first principles. Timber is
joined to timber by glue aod nothing else.
Any odd tacks, or screws, you may find ar;)
virtually unstressed, and were fit.ted to
ensure that the gluing up of tbe original
joint was satisfactory. This, of course, does
not apply where you find a metal component
screwed to a wooded one, e.g., a skid shoe
on a main skid. Therefore, when we have to
make good any damage to a woo<len struc
ture, we must do it. by means of wood and
glue alone.

Most gliders are built. of spruce for t.he
main load-earrying members, with bircD or
gaboon plywood for skinning and bracing
bulkheads, or forming spar webs, etc. Let
us consider repairs to spruce members first.

Basically there are two main types of
glued joint; the lapped joint and the
scarfed joint. The lapped joint is normally
only used for trivial repairs or repairs to
comparatively lightly loaded members.



tendency for the feather edges to lift will
cause a crack to try to creep in and force the
scarfed surfaces apart. To prevent this, it is
a good plan to glue, over the feather edge
points, a reinforcing strip. Now, A.P.
2662A shows reinforcing strips made from
spruce- In general OD gliders our repairs
will be made on much thinner sections than
is usual on Service aircraft, and ply rein
forcing strips are quite satisfactory. The
strip should be at least 6 T long on the
parallel portion (T being the thickness of
the repaired member) and the ends must be
chamfered down to a slope of at least 5 to 1
as shown in Fig. 6.

~ Fmt~r.tdge ih
'il-~_~ --,1:e..5T,- l_t+

Fig. 6

IT o~ side of the scarf is glued against a
ply skin, as shown on the upper side of the
scarf iD Fig. 6, then of course no reinforcing
strip is needed, since the skin performs this
job. The grain Qf the strip must run, OD the
outer veneers, parallel to the grain in the
scarfed member. As regards thickness of
strip, 'a in. ply will serve for members
I- in. square to about l in. square, and
proportionately, though above i in. square
sections it is probably better and easier to
use spruce reinforcing strips of a thickness
of t T where T is the thickness of the
member.

Do not let the fitting of a reinforcing strip
be an excuse for inferior workmanship. Its
purpose is solely to prevent the possibility
of the points of the scarf from working
open. The strength of the joint must be in
the scarfed joint itself.

P_.: MUSeum 95"

58·60 Ne. Oxford 5......·• L.....o•• W.C-1
J ",iM. from ToUlnhlm Court Roed s.t.tion

Hots'""n Gelr C,ompany 8 day 9 j.....1 leyer H~st.,

c1ock...ork ..0 ........1.. Ad..iralty !>all.m, A.3236.
finel ,peed 1 rH. in 3 mins. with contectiftg point'
once per minut.~ in ",.t,1 CIM 31 ins. diame'..., 2.
i".~ d••p. Mop ."d l'lrt delitic.., ..ith wi"dinl key.
N'ew in original packing. Price 62/6 plus, 216 postagl.

(Se. "An A,ccur•• In.tegrllin" V.ria.....''').

.......e 64. for 'full melllng h.. of
.._ ~.... _ 11_' .0 ."....

FRANKSH.

An Accurate Integrating Variometer
by D. Brennig James

(This new instrument is installed in The Gull 2 with which Dr. lames this year ut up British and
U.K. two-seater S.fXed records round a 100 km. triangle and to a 100 km. goal.)

ORDiNARY variometers such as the Cobb- one's expectations from watching the
Slater or Horn type are very useful for variometer; also since 100 ft./min. is a close

centering in a th.ermal; however, they do approximation to I knot, the ratio between
not give a very accurate indication of sink in knots and airspeed in knots gives the
average rates ofclimb. Since the best speed gliding angle through the air (a useful
to fly between thermals is determined by the 'though often disappointing ratio).
average rate of climb, this is an important The instrument can· also be used as the
ratio. The standard method in use is that altimeter, particularly if a short-circuit
of stop-watch, note-pad and altimeter; button is fitted to give an instantaneous
however, it requires time and concentration, reading when required so that there is no
which can ill be spared in competition great need fpr an unmodified altimeter as
flying. A more convenient way of doing the well.
same thing is to seal the vent of the alti-
meter with a rubber pad which can be lifted
by a solenoid controlled by a clock giving
out an electrical impulse every minute (a
suitable clock can be obtained from H.
Franks of New Oxford Street, for 62s. 6d.).

When working, the altimeter gives an
occasional jump corresponding to the rise
or fall d'uring the previous minute. If the
instrument is mounted adjacent to the
variometer one can readily measure the rate
of climb without undue concentration as
the jump is readily observable from the
COrner of one's eye.

The results are often instructive, since the
integrated rate of climb which this instru
ment gives is often wildly different from
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Again in this issue only two more headings can be shown for the design competition,
which, however, is now drawing to a close. In this issue, also, we are asked to publish a
correction to the statement appearing inadvertently in the August issue-JilI Walker
disclaims being the fiBt New Zealand woman Silver C pilot, as this honour belongs to
Holen Georgeson.

The December, 1955, issue of this magazine W'IS the first in which the present Club
& Association News Editor be~an the gratifying task of assisting the Editor-in-Chief by
collating gliding news from dubs in every quarter of the globe. This issue thus completes a
round dozen spread over a period of two years; a period which has seen very considerable
advances in every aspect of our Sport. and one in which many new clubs ha'\'e come into
existence, while the older ones have gone on from strength to strength.

Doubtless the next two years will see at least an equal rate of rise in the variometerof
Gliding, with more new clubs in being and more members in each cl\.lb. It is therefore with
great regret that, just at this most interesting epoch, the present Editor finds it necessary to
vacate the Editorial chair. He consoles himself, however, with the knowledge that he has
met, either in person or through correspondence, more good friends in gliding than he could
have hoped to meet iiJ. other circumstances-his main regret being that time and other duties
have not permitted him to visit more Clubs up and down the country.

A tribute of sincere thanks is accordingly offered to the Magazine Committee for
collaboration, and no less to all the club officials who have kept the present Editor
punctually supplied with news and pictures. The new Club News Edftor, COLIN MOORE,
takes over imme<liately. He needs no introduction to many readers of this magazine, bein~
a prominent member of the Kent Gliding Club. All contributions for the December and
subsequent issues should be sent to him c/o S.E. Ambulance Station, New Cross Road,
London, 8.E.14.

Please note the closing date for the December issue will be first post 00
22nd October.

GODFREY HARwOOD,

Club and Association News Editor.

AVRO hrs. Nine more pilots have now been coo-

D 'URtNGthe club year the T-31 made verted onto this aircraft, which has beeo
1,258 launches for a total of 83 hrs. fitted with blind-flying instruments for

flying time; the Tutor 296 launches for 21 cross-country work.
hrs.; and the Skylark 220 lauoches for 35 Our annual general meeting was held on
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10th June, when it was disclosed that the
club bad paid off several large items of
equipment, resulting in a position where the
assets consisted of capital equipment rather
than cash. As for most of the year one
glider has been out of action the position
was deemed to be very satisfactory.

C. Christianson has had, for private
reasons, to give up the post of C.F.I., and
W. Parker has been elected to succeed him.
J. OrrerJ has been re-elected as Chairman.

G.C.

future. Operating on an aerodrome gives
one an ideal basic training in gliding, but
many of otir B's, are now becoming more
ambitious.

Our two-drum winch continues to
operate very satisfactorilY, and we are
thinking of experimenting with solid cable
on the half length nearest the drum. This,
we hope, will greatly reduce our expenditure
as our last drum of stranded cable only
lasted about four months.

S.C.

BRISTOL

O N 23rd June, Derek Stowe became the
first club trained pilot ever to gain a

Gold C leg, when he flew the Olympia round
his goal of Lands End, and subsequently
landed at St. Just. While Derek went
South-West, Harry Daniels went 40 miles
South-East towards Lasham, and Mike
Garnett went East in a 140 miles flight to
Tring and return. A week later, OD 1st July,
Peter Scott in the T-42 gained a second
Gold C leg for the club, when he climbed
to 12,500 ft. a.s.1. in a local cu-nim. The
1'-42 now sports Qxygen to encourage Peter
to eveD greater heights in the future.

This year we entered four aircraft and
teams in the Nationals and, whilst our over
all places were not spectacular, we were
very pleased when Mike Hodgson in the
Red Olympia, and Bernie Palfreeman in the
Skylark, each collected a daily prize, and
Peter Seott was awarded the Kronfeld Cup
for finishing 5th.

Normal club flying seems almost mun
dane after the above exotic achievements,
but already this year the hours flown exceed
700, our previous best. How much of this is
due to the weather, how much to the
improvement in our site from Lulsgate, and
how much to ,the increase in the standard of
piloting, only time will tell.

A spell of North-Westerlies in July
enabled Pete Etheridge, Jim Tudgey, and
Ted Chubb each to do 5 hr. legs to complete
their Silver C's, and as Keith Aldridge also
completed his with a 60 mile flight to White
Waltham, we now have 2S Silver C-s in the
club. Of the up and coming pilots we would
single ou1 two-Ted Chubb who completed
his Silver C within thirteen months, and
Rosemary Storey who is the first of our
feminine pilots to reach Olympia standard
by obtaining a Silver C leg beforehand.

M.G.

A. VAN I.

BLACKPOOL ANDFYLDE

T HE past few months in our gliding
calendar have been fairly uneventful,

apart from the gliding display at the
SS.A.FA. Air Pageant in June, which was
given by Gordon Bleasdale. This display
in our Eoo Baby was said by many people
to be one of the highlights of the afternoon.

The majority of our flying members come
from as far away as Liverpool This, plus
being moved to much smaller accommoda
tion on Squires Gate Airport, is holding up
work on our trailer, which, together with
Our second portable winch, is already
nearing completion. These we hope to be
using on a hiU-site in the not too distant
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BELGIUM

BELGIAN pilots will long remember 28th
May, as five flights of over 300 lc.m_ were

made that day. The flights were as
follows :-.d'Otreppe in a Schleicher Ka-2b
flew 512 km. from Ternploux to a goal at
Avrille in France; Lafosse in the Ka-6
achieved his goal by flying 325 km. Tem
ploux to Dreux; Meulemans in his Spatz
flew 570 km. free distance Grimbergen to
Le Feuillet; Debauche in a Ka-2 and
Vermeiren in a Rhoenlerche 350 km. and
320 km. respectively into:France.

During August three j;liding camps were
held in the Campines ()tempen), in the
northern part of Belgium. In spite of bad
weather the amount of soaring proved that
this region has very good thermal con
ditions, which seems to justify the hope that
a gHding centre will be established in this
part of the country. It is good news that
from 1st August until the end of 1957,
Belgian gliding clubs are entitled to a
subsidy; this amounts to 200 Belgian francs
for every aero-tow made by a club member
not over 25 years of age.



CAMBRIDGE

I NSTEAD of our usual club ca.mp at the
Long Mynd last June, Wc took the

Olympia and Skylark to Bill Crease's
hunting grounds in theClwyds. A dozen or
so member-s thoroughly ,enjoyed themselvcs
in this delightful countryside, whic~, wi~h
Bill's exuberant welcome thrown In" will
attract all of us back very easily.

A start was made prospecting bungey
sites. Bm said that the Clwyd range was out
for that day, so we set off for Conway
valley, forty odd mile.s away, at ten ,o'dock
'on the Monday mormng. We found a good
site and were rigged by six in the evening.
Bill being ,shot off the hill by auto-bungey
in the Olympia closely followed by pave
Martlew in the Skylark. Amazingly enough
they both stayed airborne till nearly dusk
in 'practically no wind, maintaining some
3,000 ft. The local inhabitants, to say
nothing of us, were duly impressed.

Tuesday, at first, saw us back t~l'e ~ith
no wind" not even in the wrong dlfeclIon,
So off we pressed to L1andudno and the
Great Orme~ this time accompanied by Ric.
Prestwich and his Skylark. Mike Gee spent
a glorious, hour over the sea in a strong
wind in about the right direction for the
Orme. Ric. pressed off across, the ocean to
,the range at the top of the Conway valley
and landed at Penmaenmawr ill one of the
only two fields, for miles. .

Wednesday in the Conway valley sIte
gave us good ridge soaring conditions, and
Gordon Stevens and John Griffiths bolh
had two hours flying down to Bettws-~

Coed in the South and nearly to Conway m
the North. On this day Ric flew to his
sister's farm on Anglesey, no doubt much
to lle.r surprise.

WRITE TO

THERMAL EQUIPMENT lIMlTED
33b Ecclest~m Square,

London. ,S.W.t
for details i1nd prices of

•.AROGIIAPHS
AI;TIMETER5 VARIOMETER5

AIR S"!D INDICATORS
by Win'e, 8ros.• th. weU·ltnown German ..ak-en.

It. limited suppJy of
ARTIfiCIAL HORIZONS WITH INVIRTlRS

il aJIO avail.bt••
For 011 orelon nc.l_ 11ft•• 1Sth, Qct. 1957
pt'kes will be subJect to a surcharge of

_PI!DX~ 15% to cove. Inc,....~ co.ts.

On the Friday, ourlast flying day, George
Whitfield and Bill Crease were launched out
of Bill's chicken-run-"turn right round the
telegraph pole and follow the road until .. :'
I am sure not many people have a bungey
point, albeit an auto one, in their back
garden!

So that was our first Club Clwyd camp
,and I am sure not the last. David Cartow
in a Skylark III has been up there since and
reached 9,000 ft. in the local wave, from
which we 'assume they must have had bags
of wind in the rigItt direction! There is .no
doubt that the Clwyds and adjoining
ranges are wonderful soaring sites and
deserve even more attention than they have
been getting.

Since June we have had not such good
weather, and our results accordingly
suffered, The President's ladder, introduced
this season, is proving a great spur to
competition type flying. Peter N:eils~n
heads the list closely followed by Slegfnd
Neumann. These two entered the Skylark
in the Nationals, and finished nineteenth.

Being out of term, weekday flying has
~n a bit curta·iled but at weekends plenty
has been going on and the hangar now has a
roof over 99% of its area, and d~rs are
said to,be imminent. We are looking for
ward to a successful new club year starting
next term with a fresh intake of new
members.

B.HS.

CAPE PENINSULA

F SANTEKRAAL, ,a disused military aero
drome with concrete runways about 24

miles from Cape Town is the site of this
club, which can a,ptly be described as inter
national. Belgians, Germans, Dutchmen
and Swedes; members speaking English and
Afrikaans all foregather there. 'Soaring
conditions are not ideal, due to the prox.
imity of the two ~ns; but the ~Iub spirit
is good and there IS lots of enthUSIasm.

SCarcity of thermals, however, does not
mean an entire absence of soaring, as there
is the standing wave over Table Mountain
10 be contacted in winter. Even beginners
can be aero-tOwed into it in the two·seater
with safety, as the maximum height attain
able appears to be 18,000-20,000 ft., and
several aerodrOmes are within easy dowtI·
wind reach.

The mountain chain stretching ftom
Somerset West towards Port Elizabeth is,
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thousands from the beaches at PcrraopOrtb
and St. Agnes as well as from the road
bordering the airfield.

E.J.T.

AIRWAYS

Inquiries _Icomed

WESTERN·
•

Extensive spClrres stocks held
induding:

FA8RIC DOPE ond PAINT

PLYWOOD A.G.S. PARTS
K••nest Prices

WESTON AIRPORT
WESTON-5UPER-MARE

PIl_ WIITON-IUPI.·MA•• '2100

COVENTRY
AT Baginton and Edgehill, C's and Silver

C legs have come along steadily.
J. Neal, A. Findon, R_ Wicks, P. Martin"
R. Holmes, L. Venus, J. Ferguson, and P.
Walker have gained Cs. On 2nd May,
Derick Chell reached .a height of 6,300 ft, in
a Tutor, thereby ~ining his, first Silver C
leg. Grace Tarver achieved her height on
10th May at Baginton with 5,000 ft., and
Louis Glover on the same day at EdgehiU
reached 4,500 ft. several Silver C's have
been completed. Ivor Tarver flew 40 miles
from Bail;inton to Thrapstone on 2nd June.
A fine Tutor flight was made by Douglas
Cunningham, 70 miles to White Waltham
On 10th June. He arrived at 5,000 ft. but
landed to avoid the London Cootro! Zone.
His arrival during an air display caused
disappointment amongst the spectators who
el\.pected a display of aerob'ltics.

The club is very proud of its first lady
Silver C pilot. Sheila Gregg, daughter of
the dub's chairman, achieved this honour
by flying an Olympia 40 miles to Little
Horwood. near Dun~table. This was her
first cross..country attempt.

Vic Carr flew his Olympia 190 miles to,
Mevagissy, Cornwall, from Edgehilt, on
30th April. thus qualifying for a Gold C
distallce. Mike Stather-Hunt has also flown
his Gold C distance of 190 miles to Liskeard
turning at GilHngham, near Shaftesbury.

The Viking is now well On the way .to
repair and the Olympia is flying again,
thanks to Ger,ry Harrison and his right

H.M.

in places, much higher than Table Mountain
and lenticulars at 35,000 ft. and over have
been observ«l. The first long-distance flight
in South African waves was made in August
1956 by Heinie van Michaelis, who managed
to cross the 20-mile gap betw~f) the Table
Mountain wave and Somerset West, and
continued on for 153 miles further, being
forced to land only because the wind
dropped.

The aerodrome bomb storcat Fisantc
kraal has been transformed into a com
fortable clUb-house. and forms the centre
of a rapidly developing sport.

CORNISH

MEMBERSHIP now totals 120; launches
1,310 and hours 11'2. Nine members

have gone solo, two having gained their
C's. During June :and July we ran two
courses for visitors and a few members, and
the average number of flights per pupil was
28 for each period of 51 days.

Soaring has been good :in North-West
winds of 12q5 knots, giving lift up to 600
ft. and even 800 ft. above <the field. Even
the T~31 has made flights of 20 to 30 mins.
with two up. Since we have as yet no trailer
no cross-eountry flights have been at
tempted, but our increasing experience is
reflected in more tows per cable, lower fuel
consumption, and less tcouple with burn
out clutch plates.

Subject to confirmation, our Assistant
C.F.!., L. S. PhiIlips, has gained the dUliaftion
and height legs of his Silver C. On 15th
August he flew for 5 hrs. 14 mins. in a wind
of 25-30 knots in the Olympia, maintaining
height between 1,600 ft. and 1,800 ft.
He eventually found One small area of lIft
which enabled him to climb to 4,000 fL,
and thus achieve an ambition of 10 years'
standing.

On the domestic side the Social Com
mittee is pressing on with the conversion of
a cottage into our Club house, and we are
hoping w takeover another part of the
building of which our hangar forms part,
thus doubling our hangatagc space and
giving us an extra room in addi~ion..

Cornwall being noted for nuld wInters,
we visualise being able to continue: flyi~g
right through the winter months, which WIll
not only help finan(:ially but will maintain
the interest shown by large numbers of the
general public, who watch in their
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B.T.

T.J.B.

'FOUl COUNTIES' I.A.F.

A s nine copies OfSAJLPLANE AND GLIDING
have gone to Press since the Four

Counties Club was formed at R.A.F.
Wittering in March 1956, we thought it was
about time we told others how we are
coming along.

During our first year we flew over 200 hrs.
in 2,550 launches. Fg. Off. Don Ross is our
C.F.!. and after being OD his own for some
of the winter months is now assisted by five
others. We have recently lost MichaeI
Coton who was a founder member of th~
Club, and outstanding in his progress from
pupil lO C Class instructor.

We now have a fleet of four aircraft;
T-31, Sedbergh, Tutor and Grunau Baby
11. The last has now taken part in two
competitions, the R.A.F. Championships at
Upavon in August 1956, and the 1957
Nationals at Lasham, when Sqn. Ldr.
Scorer flew it and put up a very creditable
performance by coming 20th out of 44 in
League n, thus beating a number of
Olympias. .

We have recently been given a barograph
and are hoping to see our first Silver C leg
from Wittering soon.

Kaye. Michael now holds the fifth Gold C
at the Club and the third diamond. WaIter
Neumark reached Southend and B. Thomas
landed at Lasham.

After the National Contests one has been
inclined to wonder if the hill site has had its
day. We were, however, particularly
heartened on Sunday, the 18th August, to
see every available machine, Club and
private, soaring on the Edge at the same
time. The T-31 was in the workshop and
the other thirteen were flying.

B.H.T.

DERBYSHIRE AND
LANCASHIRE

SINCE our last Club notes we have taken
delivery of a new Prefect and a second

hand Prefect in place of the two EON
Babies. These are proving very popular and
we hope they will give the same sterling
servic;x: as the EONs.

The entry of four machines in the
National Contests caused a f1urr)' of activity
and some trailers which Were built five years
ago have now been completed. Brian
Jefferson, Ken Blake and Alec Baynes did
well to be placed J I th in League Il and to
bring back a Daily Prize. If the other teams
did less than they hoped, this could only be
expected in view of their lack ofcompetition
experience. It was a most enjoyable week
and the Lasham Centre are to be con-
gratulated for their organisation. ISLE OF WIGHT

Jose Neumark and DorQthy Woolley
each gained. a C Cenificate in August. We WITH this issue it was hoped to announce
now have fQl,lrteen women pilots fiying our first soaring flight from Afton
regularly. tel} of them qualified. They have Down, but many petty delays have cropped
appropriated the "office" for a bunk room up. The accompanying map gives tho
and pushed the Committee out, which is location of Afton Down, and the route from
more than the members have been able to Yannouth-visitors please note!
do for the last twenty years. They are now Two more C certificates have been gained,
threatening to upholster the new Prefect in Eddie Morris flew the Grunau to 2,500 ft.,
Taffeta. but after 35 mins: had to abandon the flight

23rd June was the best cross-eountry day. with five green showing, due to the hardness
D. M. Kaye reached Hawkinge at last to the of the board covering the parachute com
great relief of all including his father, Cyril partment'!! The writer elected to spend a
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hand man Louis Glover, also the many
c!l,Ib members.

During our summer camp, from 20th
July to 18th August, only five days were lost
through bad weather. On 15th August, six
aircraft flew 43 hours and on 5th there were
138 launches, helped by the 2-drum winch
now in full operation. On five days 100
launches were exceeded. Total flying time
for the camp was 350 hrs. from 1,900
launches. J. Greenway, W. Woodhams,
G. Turner, J. EDis of Ihe Oxford club and
Howard Greenway flew their 5 hrs.,
Howard achieving it in a Tutor. We had no
course members this year and the enthusi
asm of locally resident monthly members
made up for any financial loss caused by
not running a course. Our newly acquired
T-3IB is proving a great boon, and should
step up our training programme consider
ably as well as allowing more two-seater
joy riding.
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G.c.

P.W.

Recent events lead a few thoughts to
Silver C requirements. No doubt Ann
Welch's comments, in the last issue, under
the heading of "It's all Yours", will add
some weight to the arguments put forward
by the pilots favouring the 50 km. triangle.
For whilst Lasham is the required distance
plus a reasonable margin, the lure of being
able to do a triangular course on the Island
and not having to pay for aero-tows is
making itself felL

week at Lasham and gained a C the easy way
-Le. no sea-breeze effect to contend with.

This year we again welcomed Pat Whelan
from the Dublin club: Mr. Sykes, Chairman
of thc' Northampton club; and Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Machin from Cambridge who
paid their first visit to us. Leading an
insular cl(istence does mean that we see very
little of members from other clubs unless
they happen to be on the Island on holiday;
however, their infrequent visits are very
welcome and give us a feeling of'belonging'.

Oue visitor to the Island was Noel Anson KENT
from Dunstable. His appearance over
Bembridge filled us with delight, followed THE Nationals have given us at Detling
later by disappointment. The disappoint- quite a kick with Ted Day's win in
ment was due to the fact that Sandown had League IL Ted, flying the Sky, was the
not been declared as the goal. For the pilots club's only entry, as unfortunately Ken
who may declare the Island in the future, all O'Ri!ey had to scratch. This was Ted's first
of whom we shall be pleased to see, it attempt at competition gliding.
should be pointed out that aeto-tows are Ted has also found gliding to be romantic
quite feasible outofSandown-tl~eprototype he being, I should think, the first. glider pilot
'Eagle' being el(tricated from there last year. to propose over the radio. Whilst flying
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CLUB AND
ASSOCIATION

NEWS

RT.

KRONFELD
A LTHOUGH the Summer mopths are
, usually a quiet time at the Kronfeld, as

most people are keener on the practice of
gliding rather than talking about it, the
Club itself se,rves a useful purpose in that
the B.G.A. seod down on Wednesday
evenings quite a lot of foreign visitors, who
are keen to visit English cll,lOO, ant;! these are
introduced to members of the various Clubs
round. London.

However, now Autumn is with us, we
have a new list of Talks for Wednesday
evenings and Monday is being revived as the
general working and titivating night, so we
ar<: only too pleased to welcome visitors and
slaves on Wednesdays and Mondays
respectively.

We are still keen to get hold of a table
tennis table and if anyone knows of such a
thing goin.g for a reasonable or nominal
sum as we have plentY' of room for one in
the 'large lecture room, any information
please to The HOIl. Secretary, Basement,
74 Ecc;leston Square, S.W.I.

THE LAKES
STEA,DY progress can be rep?rted, for,. in

the first month of operatIOns, approx.
ISO launches were booked, all with the two
seater "VENTU~E". Apparently the Summer
has been unusual in that the normal South
Westerly wind has been markedly in
frequent, 'thus the full possibilities .of the
region have as yet, only been tested IDstead
of fully exploited. However, Thermal, Hill
and Wave Lifts have all been e"perienced.
The local weather too has been kind, there
being only one wet Sunday since the' official
opening.
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from Delling in the Sky he was in radio
~ontact with his car which was being driven
by Shirley Frands, when she was rather
startled by hearing a marriage proposal
coming over the R.T. Her reply had the
·effect of producing a succession of aero
batics, by which one can assume it was in
the affirmative.

Flying at the club site recently has
brought forth more Silvc;r C legs. Dave
MUsCott flew the Sky 5,600 ft. for his height
during May, .and in June Roy Hubbl<:
reached 6,100 ft. Previol,lS to this Roger
Neame on his second flight in the Sky,
having only converted from the Prefect that
day, gained Silver C height at 4,300 ft.

After an hour these two pilots were called
down by radio which gave rise to a subtle
protest from Roy ,as he was heard over the'
R.T. saying, "He couldn't hear a thing as he
dropped his -- headset on the floor of
the cockpit". Nevertheless he landed ten
minutes later!

On 6th July some 50 or so members
attended the first Annual General Meeting
of the club. lan Abel was unanimously
elected as Chairman.

Hugh Gardiner, who had resigned,
thanked everyone for ,the support he had
received during the year in ~tting the club
going. Eric Clegg was elected to take over
from lan as Treasurer. After the meeting a
general dicsussion took place and was
followed by a film show.

Club membership is steadily increasing,
and in spite of a small number of resig
nations flying. membership totals 117, and
will SOOn have to be limited untillnore club
aircraft are availa.ble.



P.F.

Smith in the Sky and Mike Garrpd in the
Skylark n to Plymouth, their goal, while
"Chuck" Bentson did Gold C distance to
Tetcott. This was quite a day-Noel Anson
got to Bembridge, I.O.W., his goal; Archie
Etskine to Exeter, Dudley Hiscox to Keevil,
and John Furlong to Gloucester and return
(140 miles). Frank Foster broke the 100
kilometre triangle record at 47 m.p.h.
Charles Ellis made a 100 kilometre triangle;
While nearer home there were no less than
18 flights from our neighbouring motor
tow site which exceeded Silver C height.
This day produced 1,261 miles cross
country flying, and to date we have done
over 4,:500 miles and 12 completed Cs.

A newcomer to the Club is the Petrel, to
be operated by Mike Russell and Roger
Bradford, thus making 28 sailplanes now
based on our site.

On the domestic side the bar has been
very ably redecorated by Vic Ginn and
Dudley Hisoox, while oonsiderable re
painting and cleaning.up operations are in
progress. Our Gazette, which has had
considerable printing delays, is now to ·come
Qut regularly and will 'be mailed to all
Clubs.

On 22nd September we held our first
Annual Sailplane Acrobatic Contest, with
aero-towing for all entrants and judging by
members of. the Lockheed International
Aerobati.c Contest Panel. Results will be
published. in the DelIt issue.

I.W.A.
LASHAM
APART from the Nation alGliding Cham·

pionships, which we imagine may be
mentioned elsewher·e in this issue, the two
most interesting flights during the last three
months have been John Williamson's climb MIDLAND
up to 29,000 ft. (with barograph) and Ann THE arrival of the T-42B "Eagle" by air
Burns' trip across the Channel. Another . from S1ingsby's on 3rd August marked
member who has done very well is Brennig an important milestone in our club's,
James,who led for a number of days during history. ihe members who have flown it are
the French Nationals. very enthusiastic, and think we are almost

We are very sorry indeed to be losing d' h·" b I
Derrick Goddard, who is taking a three- JUSfified in spen 109 t IS ,a u ous amount

of money. Instructor-training is taking
Yl:3r flying appointment in India, and we priority at the time that these notes are
wish him every success and are most grate. being written and, quite naturally, members
ful to him for all his hard worK: in helping are "champing at the bit" a little.. A big
10 make Lasham tick, Autumn Wave is hopefully anticipated.

Our Christmas Party will be held On Teddy Proll, our ever-eheerful G .E. is
Saturday, 21st December, and we hope to pressing ott with the construction of the'
welcome many visitors from other Clubs. third Olympia, forecast several months ago,

LONDON
H.T. and, with a slice ofluck, it should be flying

by Christmas. We can then start to think

W- E have been having a very good cross- about putting in some cross-eountry miles
eouritry year. So Car there have been in dub aircraft-a side of our activities

3 Gold C distance legs and 2 Diamond legs, which has been rather neglected to date,
all done on the 23rd June 1957, by Dan particularly in the current year.
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Six members have gone solo to date,
respectively Messrs. Young, Askew,
Ellefsen, Lucas, Allen and Bird-all in the
TUTOR.

Though two of the TUTORS have r~ntly

been sold to the Saxon Flying Club, im
proved ground facilities ete., have enabled
us to remove temporary restrictions, and of
the total membership at present of 80, at
least :50 are now accepted for flying tuition.

The Earl of Lonsdale has accepted
Presidency of the Club and maintains a keen
interest in its progress.

The August Bank Holiday weekend was
successful, though bwught to an untimely
finish on the Monday with an unserviceable
winch, part of the gearbox contents having
elected to move out instead of round. Under
the able guidance of Engineer Jack Paley,
lhe winch is now being dismantled and
rebUilt to take two cables, thus a general
speed-up in the ground organization is
expected. In the meantime, if any other
club has a second-hand winch to dispose of;
we shall be pleased «> hear from them.

finally, it has been gr.atifying to hear
encouraging comment from the occasional
visitors from distant cll:lb~, and it is hoped
tbat tbeir next visit will see still further
progress.



Flying hours are creeping up towards
2,000 again, and the a~'rage flight-time per
launch is t hr. The totals are slightly behind
last year's, but every effort was made on
18th August to put right this deficiency,
with 73 h·rs. in the bag, after an enthusiastic
start at 05.30 hrs. J.H.

NEWCASnE
T HE main news this month concerns that

recurrent nightmare which bedevils all
managements-the Annual General Meet
ing, whichtook place at City H.Q. on 1st July
and had an almost record attendance.

The Chairman's report was read by Mr.
Pat Miller who said that the picture pro
vided by the Treasurer was a rather gloomy
onc. The meeting was asked, and agreed.
to sanction an increase in subscriptions: for
flying members from 4 to 5 guineas per year,
and for the Observer and Associate
members to r guinea per year. Pat Miller
observed during the debate that the increase
was made to enable the club to be run with
out having to depend on the toil of a few
devoted members who had, after all,
joined the club to fly.

At the time of the A.G.M., membership
was 187 (82 pilots, 9 country pilots, 14
observers and 82 associates) and for the
year to 31 st December the number of flying
days was 116; number of launches 3,055;
and number of flying hours 305. This was
exclusive of flying by private owners.

In 1956 31 certificates were gained: 16 A,
12 B, 2 C, and I Silver C aod three Silver C
legs. This compares very favourably with
1955 when a total of 26 certificates were
gained (13 A, 9 B, 4 C).

The club fleet still stands at 4 aircraft;
Cadet, Tutor, T-21 and Olympia; but .the
private owners' fleet has increased to 7, and
now consists of a Skylark Ill, a Kite n, two
Kite l's and three Tutors.

The prospect of a soaring site at Hutton
Moor is rather forbidding as it is still a
water catchment area and, although it now
only supplies a few houses, it may always
have to do so. A site at Elsdon, whicb the
soaring site committee had investigated Was
forbIdden us by the National Trust. There
is, however, a site about 27 miles from
Newcastle which, although it is a flat site, is
large enough for launches to 2,000 fl. and,
in favourable conditions, is within reach of
a range of hills. The exact location of this
site was not divulged however as .negotia.
tions have not yet commenced.

The recent flying has mostly been of the
up, round and down variety. There was
one month (July) when not one soaring
flight was done from Usworth, although,
during a visit to the Long Mynd, lan Paul
put in over twenty hours in his Kite II and
Eric Vissenga and Hetty White endured five
hours each in their black and yellow Tutor.
Eric also took the Tutor up to 5,000 ft.
during the course of a flight lasting I hr.
10 mins..on 11th June but the old refrain
was heard again: "If only I'd had a baro
graph".

Other flights of note were Malcolm
Sanderson's cross-country flight to Bowes,
which gained him his Silver C distance. He
has since completed his Silver C at Sutton
Bank. The Skylark was able to stay up Cor
phenomenally long times with Andy
Coulson at the controls. On 3rd June he
took it up to 5,000 ft. and was airborne for
11- hrs.; on Sunday, 18th August, he did the
fifty miles to Sutton Bank. It was also on
this day (the first good sooring day there
has been for quite a while) that Alan
Crawford was airborne in the Olympia for
over an hour and Joe Beckwith gained his
C certificate with a 10-minute flight in the
Silver Tutor.

LAC.

OXFORD
StNCE the end oC June, club activity,

although vigorous, has not produced
many outstanding flights. We have, how
ever, managed some soaring most week
ends.

Bill Row)ey and Ray Harrison soloed on
the Tutor, whilst Ken Nicholls soared this
machine up to 4,900 ft. to qualify for his. C.
'J\dge' Smith also won his C in another
good flight in the Grunau.

Fred Rawlings now has his Silver C
height leg, whilst Larry Parrott took the
Olympia round a 60 kilometre Triangle.
Ron Courteney and Joy Taylor have been
'converted' onto the Olympia and Barry
Baker has been passed out to fly passengers
in the T.21B.

During the last two months, Aoita
Schmidt started operating off aero-tow
launches from Kidlington. She has been
unlucky not to have gained her 5 hrs.
dura.tion, coming very close to it on three
occasions. Tbe Gull syndicate has been
operating with the Coventry Club at Edge
hill, where John Ellis succeeded in do.ing his
5 hrs. We understand that Nick Hughes
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D.B.

R.M.

We are waltmg for some crops to be
lifted before beginning our second runway.
When this is complete, we shall have only
the new Clubrooms to build before settlinB
back to enjoy the full fruits of our toil.

Our new Prefect arrived re<:;ently, and will
no doubt be putting in some useful flying
when we can find the money to put some
instruments in it.

SOUTHDOWN
U NUSUAL sights at Fide have been pro

vided by Dickie Reed testing aero-tow
'impossibilities' in his Tiger Moth, and by
Ron Walker in 'The Banana' looking down
from 3-,000 ft. on a well-known Skylark III
as it whistled by on an out and return flight
from 'the 'Vb'.

Ian Agutter also went to over 3,000 ft. in
'The Banana', followed by George Con
stable and Jack Austen in the T-2Ib. Ian,
together with Len Lennard, is now on our
instructing strength.

Our teams at the Nationals happily
achieved a better performance in flying this
year, if not in publicity. With four club
aircraft in service and both yellow and red
winches operating together flying has
greatly increased, and if we get our share of
northerly winds the figures should be the
best yet at Firle.

ULSTER
SINCE 19th May (July was a blank month,

tbe beach was crowded) we have
soared 20 hrs. on five possible days. In
June, Carl Beck flew "over the full tide" for
four hours, then he slipped off to his first
love "The Mynd". In August we were
visited by W. Fitzsimons of the Irish
Aviation Club and by Solve Fasth of
Alleborg, Sweden. He saw the Tutor, in a
strong wind, soaring between the cliff top
and an 800 ft. overcast and was duly im
pressed. On I1 th August after a damp day,
J.,iddell flew his Gull. It was sheer boredom
"pole squatting" in a strong wind for an
hour. At 9 p.m. he flew the five miles to a
completely cloud covered Binevenagh (1 ,200
ft.). All at once things happened. The Gull
went up like a rocket, through the complete
overcast, and at 3,500 ft. was still rising at
20 ft. per sec. The sun had set behind
Donegal and it took spoilers and the lot to
get down and back to Downhill before
complete darkness. Undoubtedly this was a
wave caused by the Donegal hills and maybe
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SCOTTISH G.U.
FLYING at our new site at Portmoak began

on 23rd June, with two 2-minute
circuits in no wind. Since then flying has
been going on regularly, and to date six
C(lUrses have been completed. As the site
is at present, it is not practicable to send
Course members solo, which we rather
regret as we were quite proud of our record
of Course certificates. Next year we shall
have things in better shape.

Club Week, from 4-IOth August, was a
big disappointment. East winds throughout
the week dashed our hopes for bags of hill.
soaring. In the second half of the week the
weather broke and we finished up with the
rather miserable total of 157 launches for
only seven hours flying.

On 17th-18th August, however, a fine
S.W. wind produced ample lift on Bishop
Hill. and the entire Club fleet was hardly
ever on the ground. Over the week~nd we
achieved over 20 hrs. flying for 40 launches.
John Pinkerton got his C on the Sunday,
the first to be gained at Portmoak.

D.W.H.R.

S.W.H.

has gained his 5 hrs. at Long Mynd which
completes his Silver C.

We congratulate John Gibbons our
C.F.I., and Betty Wigmore, one of our long
standing members, on their marriage on
24th August.

PERKINS
UR principal news is that our winch has

_ been fitted with a Perkins P6 Diesel
engine instead of the petrol V8. This not
only provides more power and the
smoothest launches that can be imagined,
but enables us to achieve a launching rate of
about I1 to the gallon.

-Gordon Corncll and Colin Donald have
recently returned from a fortnight at La
Ferte. where the latter achieved his Silver
C distance leg and Gordon nearly flew the
Gold C distance. The C. ofA. on our Tutor,
including re-covering the wings, was com
pleted some weeks ago, and it has been
improved by the addition of a large stream
lined windscf'eeTI.

An extensive area of. woodland ap
proaches one side of 01:lr flying field.
During the high summer .m~)Dths flying over
this in the afternoon proOuced little joy
in the way of lift, but now with tbe approach
of Autumn we find abunda.nt areas of 'no
sink'.



·transpon on the courses,.as both our beavers
·are suffering from old age.

In April, Keith MOQrey climbed into a
Tutor and proceeded to fly 51 miles to
Hayland, near Barnsley. This got him his
Sitver C. Also in April Chris Riddell took
an aero-tow in the Skyl'ark I from Sherbllm
and flew to Finningjey-25 miles. This was
the first ~ross-country fmm Sherburn.. In
May, Chris again took a tow in the Skylark
and flew to Squires Gate-77 miles in 21
hrs.

A small party of members paid a visit to
the Mynd in July, taking the Kite II and.a
syndicate Tutor. . This trip was a great
success. A few of us from Sherbum were
able to get down to Lasham for the openin"g
of the Nationals. This was due to the
kindness of Mr. Riddell,. Sr., who flew us
down in his Rapide.

In the last few months we have gained
about a dozen B's and six Cs-Dk,ky
Evans, Arthur Sample, Jac Provins, Peter
Shept'ard, Ron Helliwell and Vic Wright.
Harry Sowden and the writer have con
verted to the T-il.

those days on which our hills are covered in
cloud can be made profitable, but it was a
bit frightening so near to darkness 31'ld a
nearly full tide.

W.L.

WESSEX R.A-F.
APART from the week of the "Nationals",

the ·only gliding of any note during the
last three m9nths was almost entirely during
June.

The most outstanding flight was Jim
Brimfield's when he soared to 12;000 ft. in
the Olympia, and so became the third
Member of the Club with a Gold C leg.
A week or so later he set off westwaIlds in a
Grunau and landed near Exeter, having
flown about 100 miles-a worthy effo.rt by
any standard except gold.

Andy Gough in our new Skylark 3 and
Paddy Kearon in the Olympia accompanied
each other on a 100 km. triangular flight,
Lasham-Reading-Andover, on 23rd Jllne
in preparation for the Nationals.

Also· during June were flights by Lt. Cdr.
Dimock and p.a. "Topsy" Turner who
flew to Thamey Island and Ford respec
tively-5ilver C distance in both cases and a
complete badge f0r Topsy.

We are, ofcourse, more than pleased with
Andy, for his efforts during the Nationals
when he took 6th place in League I and
collected the Pan American Trophy for us;
also with Paddy Kearon who finished 8.th
in League II. Frank AlIen was also doing
well in League II until a tree grew up tQQ
Quickly in fmnt of the Gull I. However, his
friends will be pleased to know that his
collar bones and other injuries are now
mending fast-although he regrets that the
same cannot ,be said of the Gull!

F.W.A.

YORKSHIRE
O UIl recent absence from these pages does

not mean that we have ceased to
function; we have merely been very busy.
We have had a large number of new
members and both Sutton Bank and
Sherbum have been pressing on with in
struction. Holiday Courses are going vel)'
well with Henry Doktor in charge. Recently,
one of these COllrses was the subject of a
B.B.C. feature "Let's go Gliding".

The ladies have also been very busy, and
as a result the lounge now has a "New
Look". We have acquired a Lanq Rover,
whkh is proving invaluable, cspec:ially for
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E.H.

LASHAM'

"THE HUB" OF BRITISH GUDING

offers you unrivalled fa~ilities for thermal.
soaring on almost every day throughout
the year. Situated some 600 feet a.s.l.,
midway between Alton and Basingstoke,
the Gliding Centre is managed by the Surrey
Gliding Club in association with the Army
G.c., Imperial College G.C., Cr6wn Agents'
G.c., Polish G.C.• B.E.A. "Silver Wing" G.C.•
!l.a.c. Gliding Group, and many Private
Owner Groups. An experienced peflnanehl
Staff enables Courses to be run at all

Seasons..

For detall. write to:

THE MANAGER,

LASHAM GLIDING CENTRE.

ALTON, HANTS.



£6.60.
£4.4.0.
£1.1.0.

BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
Initial Training plus exceAent: Hill and

Tharmal Soaring at ""_~f1al4l.Nr. Straud.
Glo"ce'stershire..

Root of 7 aircraft. In"udln!! :_
nib _d T31 dual t_ s....ters.
Olympia. "r."et. fut_. Cadot

ENTllANCI! FEE (4.4·0 SUBSCItlPflON £6·6-0
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS [NO ENTRANCE) (2.0.0

W. $:Pec:iAli!. in SUll'ltner Gliding: Hclidays
fer ab-initio Non-Memb«s.

We cordially in.jle memberJhip
Write ,- BRISTOL GLIDING C1.UB

to kenmore Grove. "Iton Park, aristo' 7
lel·- FiLJon 2'23

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Hili s:n, Sutton B'nk. nu' Thir:k (IOOO I•.••,.1.)

Tei, SuttonlThiuk 237
FLAT SIn: Sherburn·in-Elmel. near leedl

IYcrltthire Aero-pl.n. Clu.bJ

EXCElLENT HILL·SOARING AT SUTTON BANK
fUli TRAINING AVAILABLE AT BOTH SITES

Fleet of aircraft includes: 2 T21s. k:rE 11 and TUTORS

Good clubhouse 'actfi'ies, including dormitories
Fivo-day introduclory gliding holid'ays for
non· members during rh. summer mo.nrtu

Wr:te ';:r fur:h-ci puticulus to:
SeCrel.,y: YorkJkire Glillllling Club.

Sutton 8itnk.. near Thirslt

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstablel)owns, Bedfordshire

Telephone Dun.table 419 " 1055
Offers site of 140 acres with soaring ridge
and permanent hangar. club house, workshop.,
dorlJlY houses, licensed bar and restaurant..
Club neet includes 3 dual 2 seaters, Skylark 11
Sky. Olympia, Prefect. Grunau 11, and Tutors.
LaunChing by two drum winches and Acro
towinl. Link Trainer

Resident Inslruclors and Engineers
FLYINO IN$l"RUCTION EVERY DAY

.F1VE-DAY COURSES Ihroughoul the Sumi1lCr
(open to non-members)

Enlranee Fee £6-6-0. Annual .ubscription £6-6-0
Associate Members (No Eatrance) £1. Is. Od.

Midland Gliding Club Ltd.
rho Long Mynd • Church Strotton • Shro~hl,.
Brilain's finesl Gliding sile for Thermal. Slope
and Wa.e Soarinc-237S hours Byillll in 1954.

Firs, clau clubh"us~and facilities.
Club Fleel of Sailplanes includes:

TWO DUAL CONTROL TWO SEATERS,
. TWO PREFECTS.
TWO OLYMPIAS AND SKYLARK.

CQter;n~-Dor.mitoryAccommodation for ~o
Apnual Subscription £S.S.~. Entrance ue £2.2.0.
CounlY Membership (over 100 miles/rom sire) and
members ofother Club. £4.4.0. Entrance F~e £ 1.1.0
N~w m~mb~rs ..'e[come All pafliculars from
SlIb. Sce. P. A. Maenallhlen, 16, Billell Road,

Barnt -Green. Wores.

THE
DERBYSHIRE AND LANCASHIRE

GLIDING CLUB
Camphill

Great Hucklow
Derbyshire

Initial tramlng and soaring
instruction in two-seaters by
experienced qualified Instructors..

Intermediate and High
Performance Flying

Private Owncn AccOl1l1nowtC'd. I
Dormitory :and Canteen Facilities and

comfofublc Club House accollllllodation.
Resident Steward and Stewardess.

\Vell equipped Workshop and
fuU-time Ground Engineer.

Write for particlllars of membersbip to
Tbe Secretar)'.

KENT GLIDING CLoUB
Inilial training plus hill and Thermal soaring

at Delling
Instruction '" two scaters by qualified

instructors
Dormitory and catering facilities available

in Club House
Ann..... SubsCtlptlon
Entrant"e F-.
Associate Mel'l'l.beors

Ne... Men:bers welcomed - P.:rticula'l fr')tn
Secro.ery, MRS. JOY GARD.NER.
1 DEVQN GARDENS. BIRCHINGTON. KENT

SCOTTISH G.L1DING UNION LTD.
PDrtm04k. Scotland.en. by Kin,oss

Ab·initio training .t Portmolk

HiR Soarinw ~I lisbaphHl, Kin'o1.S

8 Aircraft including Two-seater

Excellent catering and Dormitory Facilities

5ummer Holiday C:ourMS of se".n dllYs dur.tion
IF. held uch yur. &eginnen and others are w.kome

Subsulptl6n E6·6-0 Ent.., F.o £2-2·0

Launch•• J'. Soaring 15'. per hour

Aaratawe 15'. '0 2,000 ft.
Write to .-he 5.eaetary for further del.ib

Pleas. mentloa "SaUplan. .. GDdlng" whon roplyjq to "ver-tisomonts.

1
..1



DOCKERS' AIRCRAFT MATERIALS.
can take it!

A mixture of large cumulus and cumulo-nimbus.
Look out for showers, thunder and much turbulence
at all heights. The sort of weather in which it's a
c,omfort to know that your 'plane is 'Docker
finished',

DoeKER BR0 THE RS• LAD YWOO 10 • BI RMI N<iH AM I 6'
Manufacturers of Surface Coatinfs tOf EYlry Purpose Overseal Representation Throuchout the World .




